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1. INTRODUCTION
The paper is devoted to the study of diverse connections between the
invariant subspace theory and the joint spectral radii technique.
The joint spectral radius \(M ) of a bounded set M of operators was
introduced by Rota and Strang [29] and may be defined as lim sup &Mn&1n,
where Mn is the set of all products T1 } } } Tn (Ti # M ) and the norm of a set
is the supremum of the norms of its elements: &Mn&=sup[&S&: S # M n].
The obvious similarity to the well-known Gelfand formula for the spectral
radius of a single operator underlines the spectral nature of the notion. On
the other hand, it is clear that \(M) is a characteristic of the asymptotic
behavior of SG(M), the semigroup generated by M.
The first result that defined the important role of the (individual) spectral
radius in the theory of invariant subspaces was the famous Lomonosov
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Lemma [23] which may be reformulated as follows: an operator algebra
A/B(X) has no invariant subspaces if and only if for any non-zero com-
pact operator T # B(X) there exists S # A such that \(TS)>0. Various
spectral conditions providing the existence of invariant subspaces or trian-
gularizability for algebras and semigroups of compact operators were
discovered in the works [12, 19, 21, 27, 28, 30] and others. Murphy [27],
using the results of [21], proved that a closed algebra of compact operators
is triangularizable if and only if the algebra is commutative modulo the
Jacobson radical (i.e., if the spectral radius is subadditive or submulti-
plicative on the algebra). An excellent exposition of these results may be
found in [32].
The first appearance of the joint spectral radius in the invariant subspace
theory was in [40], where it was proved that an algebra of quasinilpotent
compact (i.e., Volterra) operators is finitely quasinilpotent (\(M )=0 for
any finite subset M ) and, as a consequence, it has a nontrivial hyperin-
variant subspace. Here we say that a closed subspace Y/X is hyperin-
variant for a subset M/B(X) if it is invariant for all operators in M and
M$, the commutant of M. The development of the joint spectral radius
technique in [43] allowed the second author to solve the (hyper)invariant
subspace problem for semigroups of Volterra operators.
The aim of this work is to extend the results of [43] to much more general
classes of semigroups of bounded operators which would be sufficient in solv-
ing the invariant subspace problem for Lie algebras of Volterra operators. The
problem was posed by Wojciech Wojtyn ski in [47] and was solved by him
for some special cases (for example, for Lie algebras of operators in the
union of Schatten classes C p, p<, [46], for locally finite Lie algebras of
compact operators [47]). The bridge between Lie algebras and semigroups
is produced by the another result of Wojtyn ski [49] that states that quasi-
nilpotent (Engel in our terminology) BanachLie algebras are Baker
CampbellHausdorff (i.e., the corresponding series converge). In other
words, in particular if L is a Lie algebra of Volterra operators then exp(L)
=[exp(T ): T # L] is a group. Clearly exp(L) belongs to the class of
Kolchin semigroups, that is semigroups of such operators T that T&1 is
Volterra.
In its turn the class of Kolchin semigroups as well as of Volterra semi-
groups is contained in the class of semigroups of principal operators, i.e.,
operators the spectral radius of which coincides with the essential spectral
radius. The central result of the work, Corollary 10.6, states that if a semi-
group of principal operators contains [exp(tT ): t # R] for some non-zero
Volterra operator T, then it has a hyperinvariant subspace. This evidently
gives the existence of a hyperinvariant subspace for Lie algebras of Volterra
operators and may be extended to a more wide variety of operator Lie
algebras.
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We hope that some results obtained on the way to the solution of
Wojtyn ski’s problem may be of independent interest. To give a short list of
them and simultaneously to outline the structure of the work we have to
define some analogs of the joint spectral radius: the essential spectral radius
\e(M ), the Hausdorff spectral radius \/(M ) and the BergerWang spectral
radius. For this, it suffices in the above definition of \(M) to change the
norms of elements of Mn correspondingly to the essential norms, to the
seminorms (‘‘Hausdorff norms’’) induced by the Hausdorff measure of non-
compactness and to the individual spectral radii of the same elements. It is
easy to check that \/(M)\e(M )\(M ) and r(M)\(M).
The brief exposition of the spectral radius theory is given in Sections 2
and 3. It is proved, in particular, that the joint spectral radius is upper
semicontinuous and is subharmonic (these properties are well known for
the individual spectral radius).
Then in Section 4 we prove that any Volterra algebra is compactly
quasinilpotent and relate the joint spectral radius to Ringrose’s diagonal
numbers for triangularizable precompact sets of compact operators. In
Section 5 the arbitrary complete chains of invariant subspaces for precom-
pact sets of compact operators are considered, and \(M ) is compared with
joint spectral radii of sets induced by M in the quotient spaces correspond-
ing to the gaps of the chain.
In Section 6 we investigate the asymptotic behavior of SG(M ) in the
case that \e(M )<\(M )=1. The main result here (Theorem 6.10) states if
SG(M) is not bounded in this case then M has a hyperinvariant subspace.
This gives a possibility in Section 7 to prove for precompact sets of com-
pact operators the BergerWang formula \(M)=r(M ) which was proved
in [6] (see also [14]) for operators on finite-dimensional spaces. To realize
the convenience of this result, notice that it immediately implies that
Volterra semigroups have invariant subspaces. One of the consequences of
the BergerWang formula is the following analog of continuity of the
individual spectral radius on compact operators (see [26]): any precom-
pact set of compact operators is a point of continuity of the joint spectral
radius.
In Section 8 we continue the investigation of the asymptotic behavior of
SG(M) in the (more general) case that \/(M)<\(M )=1. The analog of
Theorem 6.10 is received, and it is proved that in this case either SG(M )
contains a non-zero idempotent of finite rank or M has a hyperinvariant
subspace.
Our next step, in Section 9, is the extension of the BergerWang formula
to some precompact sets of non-compact operators in the form \(M)=
max[\/(M ), r(M )].
In Section 10 a semigroup G of principal operators is considered and it
is shown that \/(M )=\(M ) for any precompact subset M/G if M has no
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invariant subspaces. The applications of Corollary 10.6 to operator Lie
algebras are given in Section 11. The result in most general form states that
if L is a quasinilpotent BanachLie algebra and ? is a bounded representa-
tion of L on a Banach space X such that the closure of ?L contains a
non-zero compact operator then ?L has a hyperinvariant subspace or
consists of scalar multiplies of the identity operator.
The various consequences, in particular some results for Kolchin semi-
groups, are gathered in Section 12, and some invariant subspace results
related to a local version of the joint spectral radius are established in
Section 13.
The authors would like to express their gratitude to W. Wojtyn ski for a
preprint of [49], R. Drnovs ek for preprint [13], H. Radjavi and P. Rosenthal
for a preprint of [32], A. Borichev for a useful discussion, L. Turowska
and N. Golichenko for help with TEX and D. Beltita for helpful remarks.
2. JOINT SPECTRAL RADIUS AND JOINT QUASINILPOTENCE
In this section we consider some preliminary facts about the joint spectral
radius.
Let A be a complex normed algebra. For a bounded subset M/A, let
&M&=sup[&a&: a # M]. We write MN=[TS: T # M, S # N] for M, N/A;
the definition of the powers Mn of M is similar (M n=Mn&1M ). If A is the
algebra B(X) of all bounded linear operators on a complex Banach space
X, we write also MW=[Tx: x # W, T # M], Mx instead of M[x] and
W+V=[x+ y : x # W, y # V] for W, V/X, x # X and M/B(X).
Definition 2.1. The number
\(M )=inf
n
&Mn&1n (2.1)
is called the (joint) spectral radius of M.
As is known [29],
\(M )=lim
n
&Mn&1n (2.2)
(the limit in (2.2) exists because of the obvious submultiplicativity &MN&
&M& &N&). The following properties of the spectral radius can be easily
verified:
(1) \(M )&M&.
(2) \(*M )=|*| \(M ) for any complex number *.
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(3) \(M n)=\(M)n.
(4) \(N )\(M ) for N/M.
(5) \(M )=\(M ), where M is the norm-closure of M.
(6) \(M1M2)=\(M2 M1) for any M1 , M2 /A.
For example, let us show (3). It is clear that there exists the limit of the
sequence (&Mnk&1nk) under k   and lim &M nk&1nk=\(M ). Therefore,
\(M n)=limk &(Mn)k&1k=(limk &Mnk&1nk)n=\(M )n.
Proposition 2.2. For any bounded M/A there exists a countable subset
N/M with \(M )=\(N).
Proof. It suffices for any n choose x (n)1 , ..., x
(n)
n # M with
&x (n)1 x
(n)
2 } } } x
(n)
n &
1n&M n&1n&
1
n
and set N=[x (n)j : 1 jn, n=1, 2, ...]. K
For M/A, let SG(M) be a multiplicative semigroup generated by M,
i.e. SG(M )=n=1 Mn, and SG1(M) be the unital multiplicative semigroup:
SG1(M )=[1] _ SG(M ).
Let Norm(A) be the set of all algebra-norms on A, equivalent to the
given norm. By Lemma 2.7 [7], if S is a bounded semigroup then there
exists : # Norm(A) with :(S)1.
The following theorem was proved by Rota and Strang in 1960. For the
sake of completeness we give here its (more simple) proof.
Theorem 2.3 [29]. \(M )=inf[:(M ): : # Norm(A)].
Proof. Since &Mn&C:(Mn)C:(M)n for all n>0 and some constant
C>0 then &Mn&1nC1n:(M ) and \(M):(M ) for every : # Norm(A).
Let =>0 and N=(\(M)+=)&1 M. Then \(N)<1 and SG(N) is bounded
(indeed, there exists only a finite number of n with &Nn&1). Now if
: # Norm(A) and :(SG(N ))1 then :(N )1 and :(M )\(M )+=.
Hence \(M )inf[:(M ): : # Norm(A)].
Remark 2.4. If A=B(X) then in Theorem 2.3 we may change Norm(A)
by the set Normop(A) of all operator norms corresponding to norms on X,
equivalent to the given norm. Indeed, if, for any x # X, we set
|x|=sup[&ax&: a # SG1(N )]
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and then define : by
:(a)=sup[ |ax|: |x|1]
we obtain : # Normop(A) with :(SG(N ))1.
Corollary 2.5. \(M )=inf[*>0 : SG(*&1M ) is bounded ].
Proof. We saw that SG((\(M )+=)&1 M ) is bounded for any =>0.
This implies . On the other hand, it follows from the proof of Theorem
2.3 that if SG(*&1M ) is bounded then :(M )* for some : # Norm(A).
Hence \(M )*. K
Let us denote by abs(M ) the closed absolutely convex hull of M, that is
the closure of the set of all finite sums  * iai (ai # M) with  |*i |1.
Proposition 2.6. \(M )=\(abs(M )).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3 because for any : # Norm(A) the
numbers :(M ) and :(abs(M )) clearly coincide. K
Proposition 2.7. If \(M )<1 then \(M )=\(SG(M )).
Proof. Using Theorem 2.3, for a given number =, 0<=<1&\(M ), one
can find : # Norm(A) such that :(M )<\(M )+=. Furthermore,
:(SG(M ))=sup[:(Mn): n=1, 2, ...].
Since :(M )<1 then the sequence :(M n) decreases and :(SG(M))=:(M )
<\(M)+=, \(SG(M ))<\(M )+=, \(SG(M ))\(M). Since M/SG(M ),
we have also the reverse inequality \(M)\(SG(M)). K
Definition 2.8. A set M/A is said to be finitely quasinilpotent if
\(N )=0 for each finite subset N/M.
Set
Abs(M)= .
t>0
t } abs(SG(M )).
It is easy to check that Abs(M ) is a subalgebra of A.
Proposition 2.9. If \(M )=0 then Abs(M ) is finitely quasinilpotent.
Proof. If N/Abs(M) is a finite set then N/t } abs(SG(M )) for some
t>0. Hence t&1\(N)=\(t&1N )\(abs(SG(M)))=\(SG(M))=\(M)=0.
K
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Corollary 2.10. If \(M)=0 then the subalgebra generated by M is
finitely quasinilpotent.
Proof. Indeed, the subalgebra generated by M is contained in Abs(M )
and so is finitely quasinilpotent. K
Definition 2.11. Let K be a class of bounded subsets of A. We say that
M/A is K-quasinilpotent if \(M & N )=0 for all N # K. If K consists of all
precompact subsets we use the term compactly quasinilpotent set. If K
consists of all sets whose cardinality n then we use the term n-quasinil-
potent set.
It was shown in [41] that for each integer n>0 there exists a normed
n-quasinilpotent algebra which is not a (n+1)-quasinilpotent algebra.
Let Kb be a set of all bounded subsets of A, and let Kc /Kb consist of
all countable subsets from Kb . Obviously, A itself is Kb -quasinilpotent if
and only if \(A(1))=0, where A(1) is the unit ball of A. Algebras with this
property are called topologically nilpotent [9] (see also [25], [10] and
[11]). It follows from Proposition 2.2 that M/A is Kb -quasinilpotent if
and only if it is Kc -quasinilpotent.
Proposition 2.12. Let A be a Banach algebra and \(M )=0. If the
subalgebra Abs(M) is closed then Abs(M) is topologically nilpotent.
Proof. By definition, Abs(M ) is covered by the countable system of
closed subsets n } abs(SG(M )) (n=1, 2, ...). By Baire Theorem, some open
ball B(a, r) in Abs(M ) is contained in some n } abs(SG(M )). We obtain
B(0, r)/2&1(B(a, r)&B(a, r))/n } abs(SG(M )). It follows from Proposi-
tions 2.6 and 2.7 that
\(B(0, r))n } \(abs(SG(M )))=n } \(SG(M ))=n } \(M )=0.
Hence any ball in Abs(M ) is quasinilpotent. K
Let A be a normed algebra. We write [a, b] instead of ab&ba for all
a, b # A and [M, N] instead of [[a, b]: a # M, b # N] for all M, N/A.
Lemma 2.13. Let M, N be bounded subsets of A and [M, N]=0. Then
the following assertions are true:
(i) \(MN )\(M) \(N).
(ii) \(M _ N )=max[\(M ), \(N )].
(iii) \(M+N )\(M )+\(N ).
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Proof. (i) Follows from (MN )n=MnNn and &MnNn&&Mn& &Nn&.
(ii) If [M, N]=0 then (M _ N )n= [M iN n&i : i=0, 1, ..., n].
Hence SG(M) and SG(N ) are bounded if and only if SG(M _ N ) is. The
last assertion remains true if N and M are replaced by *&1N and *&1M
for any number *>0. So, by Corollary 2.5, we have that \(M _ N )=
max[\(M ), \(N )].
(iii) Let *1>\(M) and *2>\(N ). Then there exists a number +>0
such that &Mn&<+*n1 and &Nn&<+*n2 for all integer n>0. It is easy to see
that (M+N)n/nk=0 (
( nk )
i=1 M
kNn&k) and so
&(M+N )n&< :
n
k=0 \
n
k+ +*k1 +*n&k2 =+2(*1+*2)n.
Hence \(M+N )*1+*2 and therefore \(M+N )\(M )+\(N ). K
Corollary 2.14. If \(M)=0 then for any a1 , a2 , ..., an # M and b1 ,
b2 , ..., bn # A commuting with M (i.e. [bi , M]=0 for all i, 1in)
\ \ :
n
i=1
ai bi+=0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3(i), \(N )=0, where N=[ai bi : 1in]. Now
the result follows from Corollary 2.10 since ni=1 ai bi belongs to the
algebra generated by N. K
If M/A is finite and commutative then, by Lemma 2.13(ii),
\(M )=max[\(a): a # M]. (2.3)
In which other cases (2.3) is true? We give a necessary condition in the
following theorem. It will be shown that for algebras of compact operators
this condition is also sufficient.
Theorem 2.15. If \(M )=max[\(a): a # M] for all 2-element subsets M
of a Banach algebra A then Arad A is commutative.
Proof. If M=[a, b] then (2.3) means that \(M )=max[\(a), \(b)].
For =>0 set t=(\(a)+=)&1 and s=(\(b)+=)&1. Then
ts\(ab)=\((ta)(sb))\([ta, sb]2)
=\([ta, sb])2=(max[\(ta), \(sb)])2<1,
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i.e., \(ab)<t&1s&1=(\(a)+=)(\(b)+=). In other words, the usual
spectral radius \ is submultiplicative and our assertion follows from
Zemanek’s Theorem [50]. K
It is clear that (2.3) for all finite M/A implies that rad A is finitely
quasinilpotent.
Let Y be a normed linear space. As usually, if x # Y and M/Y then
dist(x, M ) denotes inf[&x& y& : y # M]. For bounded sets M, N/Y,
dist(M, N ) is defined by
dist(M, N )=max(sup[dist(x, N): x # M], sup[dist( y, M ): y # N]).
As is known, dist( } , } ) is a pseudometric on the set of all bounded subsets
of Y and is a metric on the set of all bounded closed subsets of Y.
Theorem 2.16. Let M and N be subsets of A. If N is dense in M and is
compactly quasinilpotent then M is compactly quasinilpotent.
Proof. Let M0 be a precompact subset of M. Since N is dense in M0 ,
for each integer n>0 there exists a finite subset Fn of N such that for each
a # M0 there exists b # Fn with &a&b&<2&n. It is easy to see that one may
restrict Fn to the subset Nn /Fn with dist(M0 , Nn)<2&n.
Let N0= [Nn : n=1, 2, ...]. Then N0 is precompact. Indeed, for each
integer n>0, the set Gn=N1 _ } } } _ Nn+1 is finite and has a property that
for each a # N0 there exists b # Gn with &a&b&<2&n. To see this, take
a # Nm with m>n+1. Since
dist(Nm , Nn+1)dist(Nm , M0)+dist(M0 , Nn+1)<2&m+2&n&1<2&n,
there exists b # Nn+1 with &a&b&<2&n.
Since N0 is precompact and N0 /N, we obtain \(N0)=0 and also
\(N0 )=0, where N0 is closure of N. Since M0 /N0 , we have \(M0)=0.
K
Corollary 2.17. The completion of a compactly quasinilpotent normed
algebra is compactly quasinilpotent.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.16. K
We note that the corollary is not valid for finitely quasinilpotent normed
algebras. P. G. Dixon constructed in [8] an example of a locally nilpotent
normed algebra A with semisimple closure A . It is clear that A is finitely
quasinilpotent and is not compactly quasinilpotent (otherwise, by Corollary
2.17, A would be radical).
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We note that the spectral radius of a bounded set M in a Banach algebra
depends only on the norm defined on the subalgebra generated by M. The
following lemma is useful.
Lemma 2.18. Let A, B be normed algebras and M a bounded subset of A.
Suppose that there exists a bounded (anti-)homomorphism .: A(M )  B,
where A(M ) is the subalgebra of A generated by M. Then \(.(M))\(M ).
Proof. Indeed, one may suppose that .{0. We have
&.(M )n&1n=&.(Mn)&1n&.&1n &Mn&1n.
Since &.&1n  1 as n  , we obtain that \(.(M ))\(M ). K
Proposition 2.19. Let A, B be normed algebras, and let .: A  B be a
bounded (anti-)homomorphism. If A is finitely quasinilpotent then so is .(A).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.18. K
3. UPPER SEMICONTINUITY AND SUBHARMONICITY OF THE
JOINT SPECTRAL RADIUS
It will be shown here that the joint spectral radius shares with the usual
spectral radius such properties as subharmonicity and upper semicontinuity.
Proposition 3.1. Spectral radius \ on the set of all bounded subsets of
A is upper semicontinuous, i.e., lim sup \(Nk)\(M ) if dist(Nk , M )  0.
Proof. Let dist(Nk , M )  0. Then dist(N nk , M
n)  0 and
&N nk&
1n  &Mn&1n (3.1)
for each integer n>0. Let =>0. By (2.1), there exists an integer m>0 such
that
&Mm&1m<\(M )+=. (3.2)
It follows from (3.1) that there exists k0 such that for all k>k0
&N mk &
1m<&M m&1m+=. (3.3)
Since \(Nk)&N mk &
1m, (3.2) and (3.3) imply that \(Nk)<\(M)+2= for
all k>k0 . Hence lim sup \(Nk)\(M )+2= and lim sup \(Nk)\(M). K
We obtain immediately the following simple corollaries.
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Corollary 3.2. Let b # A be a point of continuity of \: a  \(a), a # A.
Then [b] is a point of continuity of \: M  \(M ) on the set of all bounded
subsets of A.
Proof. Let dist(Mk , [b])  0. Then there exists a sequence (ak) in A
such that ak # Mk and ak  b. Hence \(ak)  \(b) and
lim inf \(ak)\(b). (3.4)
Since \(Mk)\(ak), (3.4) implies that lim inf \(Mk)\(b). Now the
assertion follows from Proposition 3.1. K
Corollary 3.3. Let M/A with \(M)<1 and dist(Nk , M)  0 for a
sequence (Nk) of bounded subsets of A. If abs(SG(Nk))#M for all k then
\(Nk)  \(M).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that lim sup \(Nk)\(M ).
Hence there exists a integer m>0 such that \(Nk)<1 for all k>m.
On the other hand, since abs(SG(Nk))#M then \(abs(SG(Nk)))\(M )
for all k>m. By Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, \(abs(SG(Nk)))=\(SG(Nk))=
\(Nk) for all k>m. Hence lim inf \(Nk)\(M ). K
Before proving the subharmonicity of the joint spectral radius (for the
usual spectral radius see [45]) we should define what we mean by an
analytic set-valued function.
Definition 3.4. Let D be a domain on the complex plane C and
* # D  M(*) be a map into the set of bounded subsets of a Banach algebra
A. The map *  M(*) is said to be analytic if there exists a family F of
analytic function f : D  A such that M(*)=[ f (*): f # F ] for all * # D. The
family F is called an analytic family for the map *  M(*). We say that F
is continuous at a point *0 # D if sup[& f (*)& f (*0)& : f # F ]  0 under
*  *0 , * # D. Also, F is continuous on D if it is continuous at every point
of D.
We sometimes write F(*) instead of M(*).
Theorem 3.5. Let *  M(*), * # D, be an analytic map into the set of
bounded subsets of A with analytic family F. If F is continuous on D then the
functions *  log \(M(*)) and *  \(M(*)) are subharmonic on D.
Note that the continuity of F at every point * # D is evident if F is finite.
Proof. If F is continuous at every point *0 # D then, obviously, the
function u(*)=&exp(;*)(M(*))n& is continuous on D for each integer n>0
and any complex number ;. Given f1 , ..., fn # F, it follows from Cauchy’s
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integral formula applied to the analytic function (*)=exp(;*) f1(*) } } }
fn(*) that
&(*)&(2?)&1 |
2?
0
&(+(%))& d%, (3.5)
where +(%)=*+r exp(i%) for sufficiently small r>0. Taking sup in (3.5)
under all such functions , we obtain that the similar inequality holds for
the function u(*). It means that all functions *  |exp(;*)| &(M(*))n& are
subharmonic. It follows from Rado’s Theorem (see Theorem 9 of Appendix
2 [2]) that all functions *  log &(M(*))n& are subharmonic. Put .n(*)=
2&n log &(M(*))2n & for all * # D and each integer n>0. It is obvious that
the sequence of subharmonic functions (.n) pointwise decreases and tends
to the function *  log \(M(*)); so *  log \(M(*)) is subharmonic by
Theorem 1 of Appendix 2 [2]. Since t  exp(t) increases and is convex for
all real t then, by the same theorem, *  \(M(*)) is subharmonic. K
Remark 3.6. As an application of Theorem 3.5, we obtain the following
generalization of KleineckeShirokov Theorem ([39, 20]). Let 2: A  A be
a bounded derivation, i.e., 2 # B(A) and
2(ab)=(2a)b+a 2b
for all a, b # A. Then subalgebra ran 2 & ker 2 is finitely quasinilpotent.
Indeed, let M be a bounded subset of A with N=2M and N/ker 2.
Define F as the family of all analytic functions fa(*)=2a+*a, a # M. It is
obvious that F is continuous at every point * # C. By Theorem 3.5, * 
\(F(*)) is subharmonic and, by Corollary 1 of Appendix 2 [2], \(F(0))=
limt  0+ \(F(t)). It is easy to see that F(t)=t exp(t&12)M and exp(t&12)
is a bounded automorphism of A for all t>0. So \(exp(t&12)M )=\(M )
for all t>0 and limt  0+ \(F(t))=limt  0+ t } \(M)=0. Hence \(N )=
\(F(0))=0.
We will need the following result.
Theorem 3.7. Let D be the open upper half-plane of C. Let *  M(*),
* # D, be an analytic map into the set of bounded subsets of A. Suppose that
the analytic family F ( for the map *  M(*)) is continuous at every point
* # D. If the function *  &M(*)& is majorized by a function of zero exponen-
tial type in D and there exists a constant ;>0 such that for all t # R
lim sup \(M(*)); (3.6)
as *  t, * # D, then the function *  \(M(*)) is bounded.
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Proof. Since the function *  &M(*)& is majorized by a function of zero
exponential type, for a real =>0 there exists a constant #(=)>0 depending
on = such that
\(M(*))&M(*)&#(=) exp(= |*| )
for * # D. Therefore, we obtain that
log \(M(*))log #(=)+= |*|log #(=)+= Im *+= |Re *|. (3.7)
It follows from Theorem 3.5 that the function *  log \(M(*)) is subharmonic.
It follows from (3.6) that
lim sup log \(M(*))log ; (3.8)
whenever *  t, * # D, for any t # R. By Theorem 1.7.5 of [35] under condi-
tions (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain that log \(M(*))log ; for all * # D.
Therefore, the function *  \(M(*)) is bounded. K
4. VOLTERRA ALGEBRAS ARE COMPACTLY QUASINILPOTENT
One of the main aims of this section is to prove that any algebra of
compact quasinilpotent operators is compactly quasinilpotent. Remind that
we call compact quasinilpotent operators by Volterra operators, and algebras,
semigroups, ideals which consist of Volterra operators by Volterra algebras,
semigroups and ideals.
We start with a topological result from [40].
Lemma 4.1. Let (1, ) be a complete linearly ordered set, :=inf 1,
;=sup 1 and let 0 be a compact Hausdorff space. Suppose that for any
# # 1 we are given a compact set K# /0 and an open set O# /0 such that
K# /O# , K# /K$ and O# /O$ for #<$,
,
#<$
K$ /O# (#{;) (4.1)
and
.
$<#
O$ #K# (#{:). (4.2)
Then there exists a finite subset F=[#j]nj=0/1 such that
:=#0< } } } <#n=;
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and
K#j /O#j&1 (4.3)
for j=1, 2, ..., n.
Proof. Set V#=O#"K# for #{: and V:=O: . We claim that [V#]# # 1 is
an open cover of the compact K; . Indeed, let t # K; and ==inf[#: t # K#].
If t  K= then ={; and t # #>= K= /O= . Hence t # V= . If t # K= and ={:
then it follows from (4.2) that t # O# for some #<=. But t  K# , hence
t # V# . At last, if ==: (and t # K=) then t # K: /O:=V: . We proved that
# # 1 V# #K; .
Choosing a finite subcover, we obtain elements :=#0< } } } <#n=; with
ni=0 V#i #K; . It follows that K#j /
n
i=0 V#i for any j=1, ..., n. But K#j &
V#k=< for k j because V#k=O#k "K#k and K#j /K#k . Hence K#j /
 j&1i=0 V#i/
j&1
i=0 O#i=O#j&1 . K
In what follows we denote by 1 a complete chain of closed subspaces of
a Banach space X (by chain of subspaces we mean a linearly ordered by
inclusion set of subspaces). Remind that 1 is a complete chain [30] if, for
every subset 3/1, sup 3 (the closure of  [Y # 3]) and inf 3 (the inter-
section  [Y # 3]) belong to 1, and [0], X # 1.
For any Z # 1, let Z&=sup[Y # 1 : Y/Z, Y{Z], and let [0]&=[0].
If Z& {Z then we call the pair (Z& , Z) a gap of 1 and call the quotient
ZZ& a gap-quotient of 1. The set (more precisely, the algebra) of all
operators preserving invariant all subspaces in 1 is denoted by alg 1. If
T # alg 1 and V=ZZ& then the operator induced by T in V is denoted by
T | V. Also, T | Z means the restriction of T # alg 1 to Z # 1. The same
notation will be used for sets of operators in alg 1.
We define the function gap1 on 1 as follows: gap1 (Z )=ZZ& for all
Z # 1. Sometimes we shall write gap instead of gap1 . As usually, gap(1 )
means the image of the function gap.
Lemma 4.2. Let 1 be a chain consisting of [0], Z and X, where Z is a
closed subspace of X. Let M be a bounded set of operators in alg 1. Then
\(M )=max[\(M | gap(X)), \(M | gap(Z ))].
Proof. Note that gap(X)=XZ and gap(Z )=Z. It suffices to prove .
Let T1 , T2 , ... be a sequence of operators in M and x # X(1) , where X(1) is
the unit ball of X. Given n, set
S1=T1 } } } Tn , S2=Tn+1 } } } T2n .
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Obviously,
&S1S2x&&S1z&+&S1 & &S2x&z& (4.4)
for any z # Z. For brevity, let V=XZ and, given y # X, [ y] be the element
y+Z # V. For =>0 choose z # Z with
&S2x&z&&[S2 x]&+=, (4.5)
then
&z&&S2x&+&S2x&z&&S2 x&+&[S2 x]&+=. (4.6)
Since &S1z&&Mn | Z& &z& with (4.6) for &z& and &[S2x]&&M n | V& &[x]&
&Mn | V& in (4.5) and (4.6), and since &S1&, &S2x&&M n&, we obtain
from (4.4) that
&S1S2x&&Mn | Z& (&Mn&+&Mn | V&+=)+&Mn& (&Mn | V&+=).
Since = is arbitrarily small,
&S1S2x&&Mn | Z& (&Mn&+&Mn | V&)+&Mn& &Mn | V&.
Since Tj is arbitrary in M and x is arbitrary in X(1) , we get
&M2n&&Mn | Z& (&M n&+&Mn | V&)+&Mn& &Mn | V&. (4.7)
Changing n by 2n and taking into account that &M2n&&Mn&2, &M2n | Z&
&Mn& &Mn | Z& and &M2n | V&&M n& &M n | V& in the right side of (4.7),
we obtain
&M4n&&Mn&2 (&Mn | Z&2+&Mn | V&2+&Mn | Z& &Mn | V&)
&Mn&2 (&Mn | Z&+&Mn | V&)2
4 &Mn&2 max(&Mn | Z&, &Mn | V&)2.
Hence
&M4n&14n414n(&M n&1n)12 max(&M n | Z&1n, &Mn | V&1n)12.
Under n   we obtain \(M )\(M )12 max[\(M | V ), \(M | Z )]12.
Hence \(M )max[\(M | V ), \(M | Z )]. K
Corollary 4.3. Let F be a finite chain of closed subspaces with [0],
X # F and M be a bounded subset of alg F. Then
\(M )=max[\(M | V ): V # gap(F )].
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 by induction. Indeed, let
F=[Y0=[0], Y1 , ..., Yn&1 , Yn=X].
Consider N=M | Yn&1 and 1=[0, Y1 , ..., Yn&1]. One may suppose by
using the hypothesis of induction that \(N )=max[\(M | V ): V # gap(1 )].
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2, \(M )=max[\(M | gapF (X)), \(N )].
Since gapF (F )=gap1 (1) _ [gapF (X)], the assertion follows. K
Definition 4.4. Let algt 1 be the set of all operators T # alg 1 satisfying
the condition
dist(Tx, Z&)t &x& (4.8)
for any gap (Z& , Z ) in 1 and all x # Z. A chain F of closed subspaces of
X is called t-chain for M/B(X) if M/algt F and [0], X # F.
Corollary 4.5. If a bounded set M/B(X) has a finite t-chain F then
\(M )t.
Proof. Indeed, (4.8) means that &T | gap(Z)&t for all Z # F, whence,
using Corollary 4.3, we obtain
\(M )=max[\(M | gap(Z )): Z # F ]max[&T | gap(Z )&: Z # F ]t. K
Lemma 4.6. Any finite set M of compact operators in algt 1 has a finite
(t+=)-chain for any =>0.
Proof. Let T # M and 0 be the closure of T(X(1)). For Z # 1 let
OZ=[x # 0 : dist(x, Z )<t+=],
KZ=T(Z(1)) (the norm-closure of T(Z(1))),
where Z(1)=X(1) & Z=[x # Z : &x&1]. Then KZ /OZ , KZ is a compact
subset of 0, OZ is an open subset of 0 and the maps Z  KZ , Z  OZ are
(monotone) increasing. For Z, Y # 1 we will write Z<Y or Y>Z if Z/Y
and Z{Y.
Let now Z # 1 and Z{X. If Z=Z+ , where
Z+=, [Y # 1 : Z<Y],
then
,
Y>Z
KY /0 & \ ,Y>Z Y+=0 & Z+=0 & Z/OZ .
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If Z{Z+ then for any x # KZ+ one can find y # (Z+) (1) with &x&Ty&<=.
But dist(Ty, Z )t by (4.8) applied to the gap (Z, Z+). Hence dist(x, Z )<
t+= and x # OZ . We showed that
KZ+ /OZ , (4.9)
but in this case KZ+ =Y>Z KY . So in both cases (4.1) (applied to our
conditions) holds.
Next, let Z # 1 and Z{[0]. If Z=Z& then
.
Y<Z
OY={x # 0 : dist \x, .Y<Z Y+<t+=]
#0 & \ .Y<Z Y+=0 & Z&=0 & Z#KZ .
If Z{Z& then KZ /OZ& by (4.9) applied to the gap (Z& , Z ), and
KZ /Y<Z OY . So (4.2) also holds.
Applying Lemma 4.1, we find a finite chain
F=[Z0=[0], Z1 , ..., Zn=X]
with KZi /OZi&1 for i=1, ..., n. This inclusion means that dist(Tx, Zi&1)<
(t+=) &x& for all x # Zi . In other words,
T # algt+= F. (4.10)
Observe now that (4.10) is true for any chain that contains F. Hence,
choosing for any Ti # M a finite chain Fi with Ti # algt+= Fi , we may set
F=i Fi and obtain a finite chain satisfying (4.10) for all T # M. K
Theorem 4.7. Let M be a precompact set of compact operators in algt 1.
Then \(M )t.
Proof. Let =>0 and M0 /M be a finite subset with dist(S, M0)<= for
all S # M. It follows from Lemma 4.6 that there exists a finite (t+=)-chain
F for M0 . In other words, &T | gapF (Z )&<t+= for all T # M0 and Z # F.
Hence &S | gapF (Z )&<t+2= for all S # M because for any S # M there
exists T # M0 such that
&S | gapF (Z )&<&S&T&+&T | gapF (Z )&.
Therefore, \(M | gapF (Z))<t+2= for all Z # F. By Corollary 4.3, \(M)<
t+2=. Now it suffices to take =  0. K
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Corollary 4.8. Let M be a precompact triangularizable set of compact
operators. Then
\(M )=sup[\(T): T # M]. (4.11)
Proof. Let t=sup[\(T ): T # M]. We should prove that \(M )t. Let
1 be a maximal chain of closed subspaces such that M/alg 1. For any
gap (Z& , Z) of 1 the quotient subspace gap(Z) is one-dimensional and for
any T # M there exists a number *T such that T | gap(Z )=*T } 1. This
number is a diagonal coefficient of T and, by Ringrose’s Theorem (see
Theorem 5.12 of [30]), *T # _(T). Hence |*T |t for any T # M. This
means that (4.8) holds for all x # Z. In other words, M/algt 1 and
\(M )t by Theorem 4.7. K
Corollary 4.9. Any Volterra algebra is compactly quasinilpotent.
Proof. Indeed, if A is a Volterra algebra then A is triangularizable. If M
is a precompact subset of A then \(M )=0 by Corollary 4.8. K
Remark 4.10. A Volterra algebra may be not topologically nilpotent.
Let us consider two simple examples.
(1) Let (ei)i=& be a standard basis of the Hilbert space l
2. Let S
be the bilateral shift on the space l 2 : Sei=ei+1 for all i, and let Pn be the
orthoprojection on the span of en2 , en2+1 , ..., en 2+n (n=1, 2, ...). Define
operators Tn as SPn , n=1, 2, ... . Then all Tn are of finite rank, TjTi=0 for
i{ j, &T kn &=1 for kn and T n+1n =0. Hence N=[Tn : n>0] generates a
commutative Volterra algebra with \(N )=1.
(2) Let S be as above, and let Qn be the orthoprojection on the span
of en (for all n). Then all operators Rn=SQn also generate a (non-com-
mutative) Volterra algebra. It is easy to see that M=[Rn]n=& consists
of one-rank operators, 1=&Rn+kRn+k&1 } } } Rn &&Mk&=1 for each
integer k>0 so that \(M )=1.
Corollary 4.11. If M is a precompact subset of a Volterra algebra
B/B(X) then for any =>0 there exists an operator norm & }&0 # Normop(B(X))
such that &M&0<=.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 4.9 and Remark 2.4. K
Corollary 4.12. An algebra A of compact operators is triangularizable
if and only if \(M)=max[\(a): a # M] for any 2-element subset M of A.
Proof. If A is closed then the assertion follows from Corollary 4.8 and
Theorem 2.15. Otherwise, if \(M )=max[\(a): a # M] for any 2-element
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subset M of A then we have as in the proof of Theorem 2.15 that the usual
spectral radius \ is submultiplicative on A and, by continuity of \ on
compact operators, is submultiplicative on A , the closure of A. Then A is
commutative modulo the Jacobson radical and, therefore, is triangularizable.
K
Let M be a triangularizable set of compact operators on a Banach space
X and 1 a maximal subspace chain in lat M. Given a gap-quotient V in 1,
define the function *: M  C by *(T )=*T , where *T is the diagonal coef-
ficient of operator T corresponding to V. Let _d0(M) be the set of all such
functions and _d (M ) be _d0(M) whenever gap(Y ){0 for all non-zero Y # 1
and be the union of _d0(M ) and a zero function on M otherwise. One can
show that _d (M ) does not depend on 1 and plays the role of a joint
spectrum of M.
If B is a Banach algebra then irr B denotes the set of all strictly
irreducible representations of B. It is known [33] that any strictly
irreducible representation ? of B by linear operators on a linear space X?
is a continuous homomorphism B  B(X?) whenever we define a (complete)
norm on X? as follows: &y&=inf[&a&: (?a)x= y, a # B] for some non-zero
x # X? and all y # X? .
Corollary 4.13. Let M be a precompact triangularizable set of compact
operators in B(X ). The following assertions are true:
(i) \(M )=sup[ |*|: * # _d (M)], where |*|=sup[ |*T |: T # M].
(ii) If B is a closed subalgebra of B(X) with M/B then
\(M )=sup[\(?M): ? # irr B]. (4.12)
If irr B=< in (ii) then we suppose that the right side of (4.12) is equal
to 0.
Proof. (i) Follows from the equalities sup[|*|: *#_d(M)]=sup[\(a): a#M]
and (4.11).
Let us prove (ii). Let ? # irr B. It follows from Proposition 8 of [42] that
?M consists of the compact operators. It is clear that ?M is triangularizable
(because ?M generates a closed subalgebra that is commutative modulo its
radical as well as M ). Since ? is continuous, ?M is a precompact set. So
\(?M )=sup[\(?T): T # M] by Corollary 4.8. Using Proposition 1 of
[51], we have \(T )=sup[\(?T ): ? # irr B]. Hence and from (4.11) we
obtain
\(M)=sup[\(T ): T # M]=sup[\(?T): T # M, ? # irr B]
=sup[\(?M): ? # irr B]. K
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Given an algebra A, rad A denotes the Jacobson radical of A.
Corollary 4.14. Let A be a closed subalgebra of B(X) and A$ its
commutant. Then K(X) & rad A/rad B, where B is the closed algebra
generated by A _ A$.
Proof. Let T # K(X) & rad A. It suffices to prove that \(TS)=0 for
all S # B0 , where B0 is the algebra generated by A _ A$, because of the
continuity of \ on compact operators. Let S=T1S1+ } } } +Tn Sn , where
T1 , ..., Tn # A and S1 , ..., Sn # A$. Since TT1 , ..., TTn # K(X) & rad A then it
follows from Corollary 4.9 that \([TT1 , ..., TTn])=0. It follows from
Lemma 2.14 that \(TS)=0. K
We recall that a closed subspace Y of X is hyperinvariant under M/B(X)
if it is invariant under all operators from M and all operators from the
commutant of M.
Corollary 4.15 [40]. Let A be a closed subalgebra of B(X). If K(X) &
rad A{0 then A has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 4.14 and Lomonosov Lemma (see [23]).
K
Corollary 4.16 [41]. Let M and N be triangularizable sets of compact
operators on X. If [M, N]=0 then M _ N is triangularizable.
Proof. Let 1 be a maximal invariant subspace chain for M _ N and V
a gap-quotient of 1 (if 1 has gaps). It suffices to prove that dim V=1.
Suppose to the contrary that dim V>1. Let AM and AN be the closed sub-
algebras of B(V ) generated by M | V and by N | V, correspondingly. It
follows from Corollary 4.15 that rad AM=rad AN=0. Since, obviously,
AM and AN are also triangularizable, it follows from Murphy’s Theorem
[27] that AM and AN are commutative so that (M _ N ) | V is commutative.
But a commutative set of compact operators has a nontrivial invariant
subspace by Lomonosov Theorem [23]. This contradicts to the choice of
V. So dim(V )=1 and 1 is a maximal subspace chain in lat(M _ N ). There-
fore, M _ N is triangularizable. K
5. JOINT SPECTRAL RADIUS OF COMPACT OPERATORS WITH
RESPECT TO A COMPLETE CHAIN OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES
Definition 5.1. Let M be a bounded subset of B(X), and let 1 be a
complete chain which is contained in lat M. The number
\(M | 1 )=sup[\(M | gap(Z)) : Z # 1]
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(where \(M | gap(Z ))=0 whenever dim(gap(Z ))=0 for Z # 1) is called
the joint spectral radius of M with respect to 1.
We proved in Corollary 4.3 that if 1 is a complete finite chain in lat M
then \(M )=\(M | 1 ). This means that \(M | 1 ) does not depend on a
complete finite chain in lat M. Note that the equality \(M )=\(M | 1 ) is
not always valid if 1 is a complete infinite chain (it suffices to take
M=[T ], where T is the unilateral operator on l 2). Our aim here is to
prove this equality for precompact sets of compact operators.
For a bounded subset W/X, let /(W ) denote the Hausdorff measure of
non-compactness of W, that is the infinum of all numbers =>0 such that
W has a finite =-net W0 ; this means that W/W0+=X(1) , where W0 /X is
finite and X(1)=[x # X : &x&1].
Set
&T&/=/(TX(1))
for T # B(X). The map T  &T&/ is a continuous seminorm on B(X) (see
[17]). We say that a subset M/B(X) is Hausdorff-bounded if
sup[&T&/ : T # M]<.
For a Hausdorff-bounded subset M of B(X), we write
&M&/=sup[&T&/ : T # M].
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Let W be a bounded subset of X, and let M be a precompact
subset of B(X). Then /(MW )&M&/ &W&.
Proof. Let =>0. Since M is precompact, there exists a finite subset
M= /M such that dist(M, M=)<=. For each S # M= there exists a finite
subset WS /X such that SX(1) /WS+(&M&/+=) X(1) . Put
W= .
S # M=
WS .
Then W= is finite and it is easy to see that MX(1) /W=+(&M&/+2=) X(1) .
Therefore, /(MX(1))&M&/+2= and, since = is arbitrarily small, /(MX(1))
&M&/ . On the other hand, it is clear that /(MW )/(MX(1)) &W&. So
/(MW )&M&/ &W&. K
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As usual, 1 denotes a complete subspace chain.
Lemma 5.3. Let M be a precompact set of compact operators in alg 1
and =>0. Then there exists only a finite number of gaps (Z& , Z ) of the
chain 1 such that &M | gap(Z)&>=.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that the set F of all such gaps is
infinite. For every gap (Z& , Z ) # F pick T # M and x # Z(1) such that
&Tx+Z& &>=. Let W be the set of such vectors Tx when (Z& , Z ) runs
over all gaps from F. Now let Tx and Sy be any two vectors in W corre-
sponding to some different gaps (U& , U) and (V& , V ). One may suppose
that V/U& . Then Sy # U& and &Tx&Sy&&Tx+U&&>=. Therefore,
since F is infinite, W is not precompact.
Observe that W/MX(1) . Then /(W )/(MX(1)) and, by Lemma 5.2,
/(MX(1))&M&/ . Since M consists of compact operators, &M&/=0.
Hence /(W )=0, W is precompact. We obtain a contradiction. K
Theorem 5.4. Let M be a precompact set of compact operators in alg 1.
Then
\(M )=\(M | 1)=max[\(M | gap(Z )): Z # 1 ]. (5.1)
Proof. The assertion is clear if \(M )=0 (since &M n&&(M | gap(Z ))n&
for all n>0). Let \(M)>0 and t=\(M)2. Let F0 /1 be a subset consisting
of subspaces Z& , Z for all gaps (Z& , Z) of 1 such that &M | gap1 (Z)&>t.
Put F=F0 _ [[0], X]. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that F is a finite subchain
of 1. It follows from Corollary 4.3 that
\(M )=max[\(M | gapF (U )): U # F ]. (5.2)
Let (V, U ) be a gap of F which is not a gap of 1. It remains only to show
(in virtue of (5.2)) that \(M | (UV ))<\(M ). Let
10=[ZV : Z # 1, V/Z/U].
Let (Z1 V, Z2 V ) be any gap of the chain 10 . It is easy to see that (Z1 , Z2)
is a gap of 1 and &M | (Z2 Z1)&t by the choice. Identifying Z2 Z1 with
(Z2 V )(Z1 V ), we see that
&M | ((Z2 V )(Z1 V ))&t.
Thus M | (UV)/algt 10 . By Theorem 4.7,
\(M | (UV ))t
and so \(M | (UV ))<\(M ). The theorem is proved. K
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The examples in Remark 4.10 show that (5.1) is not true for the bounded
countable sets of the compact operators.
6. ESSENTIAL AND HAUSDORFF SPECTRAL RADII;
APPLICATIONS TO OPERATOR SEMIGROUPS
Our aim in this section is to obtain some basic assertions on asymptotic
behavior of operator semigroups. First we introduce the Hausdorff and
essential spectral radii.
Lemma 6.1. Let M and N be Hausdorff-bounded subsets of B(X). Then
&MN&/&M&/ &N&/ .
Proof. It suffices to show that the seminorm T  &T&/ for T # B(X) is
algebraic. We recall the proof of this known fact ([17]). Indeed, if =>0
and S, T # B(X) then clearly SX(1)/W0+(&S&/+=) X(1) and TX(1)/W1
+(&T&/+=) X(1) with some finite subsets W0 , W1 /X. Hence
TSX(1) /TW0+(&S&/+=) TX(1) /W2+(&S&/+=)(&T&/+=) X(1) ,
where W2=TW0+(&S&/+=) W1 is finite. Therefore, &TS&/&T&/ &S&/ .
K
Now one can define the Hausdorff spectral radius \/(M ) by the formula
\/(M )=inf &M n&1n/
for all Hausdorff-bounded subsets M/B(X); Lemma 6.1 shows that inf
can be changed to lim. It is clear that SG(M ) is Hausdorff-bounded if M
is Hausdorff-bounded and \/(M )<1.
Let us denote by _M_ the essential norm of a bounded set M/B(X),
that is the norm of its Calkin-image ?K (M) in the Calkin algebra B(X)K(X).
The essential spectral radius \e(M ) is the joint spectral radius of ?K (M ):
\e(M)=inf _Mn_1n=lim _Mn_1n.
Lemma 6.2. Let M be a subset of B(X) such that _M_<. Then
&M&/_M_ and therefore \/(M )\e(M ).
Proof. Let T # M and S # K(X). Since & }&/ is a seminorm and &S&/=0,
we obtain &T&/=&T&S&/&T&S&. Since S # K(X) is arbitrary, &T&/_T_.
Taking supremum, we have &M&/_M_. Hence
\/(M)=inf &Mn&1n/ inf _M
n_1n=\e(M ). K
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Given a set W, m(W) denotes the space of bounded functions on W which
is a Banach space with respect to the norm & f &=sup[ | f (x)|: x # W].
Lemma 6.3. Let W be a set and K/m(W ) a bounded subset. Then /(K )
inf[=>0 : there exists a finite partition W=nj=1 Wj such that | f (x)& f ( y)|
<=2 for each f # K and all x, y from the same part Wj , j=1, ..., n].
Proof. Suppose that for some =>0 we have a finite partition W= Wj
with the above property. Take $>0 and divide the disk D=[t # C :
|t|&K&] into parts whose diameters <$. Choose xj in Wj . For f, g # K
let us say that they are equivalent if f (xj) and g(x j) belong to the same part
of D for all j. Taking a function in any equivalence class we obtain a finite
(=+$)-net in K. Since $ is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. K
Let A be a normed algebra, and let a # A. La and Ra denote multiplica-
tion operators on A: La x=ax and Rax=xa for all x # A. If M/A then
LM #[La : a # M] and RM #[Ra : a # M]. Let X* denote the dual space
of X, and let T* denote the dual operator of T # B(X).
Lemma 6.4. Let T, S # B(X). Then &LTRS&/4(&T*&/ &S&+&S&/ &T&).
Proof. Let B(1)=[P # B(X) : &P&1], K=TB(1)S and t=4(&T*&/ &S&
+&S&/ &T&). We are to prove that /(K)t. Set W1=X(1) , W2=X*(1) (the
unit balls in X and X*, respectively) and W=W1_W2 (their direct product).
Then B(X) may be isometrically included into m(W) by means of the map
P  ,P , where ,P(x, f )=(Px, f )= f (Px).
Let :>&S&/ and ;>&T*&/ . It is clear that there exist a finite partition
W1, j of W1 and a finite partition W2, i of W2 such that &Sx&Sy&<2: for
x, y in the same part of W1 and &T*f &T*g&<2; for f, g in the same part
of W2 . Taking the direct products, we obtain a finite partition of W. Then
for (x, f ) and ( y, g) in the same part of W and any P=TQS in K one has
|,P(x, f )&,P( y, g)|=|(QSx, T*f )&(QSy, T*g) |
|(QS(x&y), T*f ) |+|(QSy, T*( f&g)) |
<2(: &T&+; &S&)
because of &Q&1. By Lemma 6.3, /(K)4(: &T&+; &S&). This proves
that /(K )t. K
Observe that the lemma implies the well-known result [44] that the
operator LTRS : B(X)  B(X) is compact for T, S # K(X). Indeed, &T&/=
&S&/=0 implies &T*&/=0 and &LTRS &/=0, i.e., LTRS is compact.
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Corollary 6.5. Let M, N be bounded subsets of B(X). Then
&LM RN &/8(&M&/ &N&+&N&/ &M&)
and, as a consequence, &LMRM&/16 &M&/ &M&.
Proof. It follows from [16] that the following formula
1
2 &T&/&T*&/2 &T&/
is valid for all T # B(X). Hence &M*&/2 &M&/ . Now the assertion easily
follows from Lemma 6.4. K
Theorem 6.6. If M/B(X) is precompact, \/(M )<1 and the semigroup
SG(M) is bounded then SG(M) is precompact.
Proof. Let G=SG(M ) and Gn= [M p: p>n]. Since \/(M)<1,
choose m with &Mm&/<2&1 and set N=M m. Then one has Gn /NkGN k
for n>2km and
/(Gn)//(N kGNk)=/(LNk RNk G ).
Since G is bounded and LNk RNk is a precompact subset as well as Nk, it
follows from Lemma 5.2 that
/(LN k RNk G )&LNk RNk &/ &G&.
Using Corollary 6.5 and Lemma 6.1, we obtain
&LNk RNk &/ &G&(16 &N k&/ &Nk&) &G&
16 &G&2 &N&k/(16 &G&
2) 2&k.
Hence we obtain that /(Gn)(16 &G&2) 2&k. So /(Gn)  0 if k  . Since
G"Gn is precompact, /(G )=/(Gn) for all integer n>0 and therefore
/(G )=0, i.e. G is precompact. K
Let Ldn(M) be the set (possibly, empty) of all leading operators in M n,
i.e. such operators T # Mn that &T&&n&1i=0 M i & (where M0=1). Put
Ld(M; n)=i=n Ld
n(M) and Ld(M )=Ld(M; 1).
Let Ldn[1](M ), Ld[1](M; n) and Ld[1](M ) be the corresponding nor-
malized sets, i.e., for example, Ld[1](M; n)=[&T&&1 T : T # Ld(M; n)] and
so on.
Observe that Ld(M; n) is not empty for each n>0 if SG(M) is not bounded.
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Theorem 6.7. Let M/B(X) be precompact. Then
(i) if _M n_  0 then _Ld[1](M; n)_  0;
(ii) if &Mn&/  0 then &Ld[1](M; n)&/  0;
(iii) if &Mn&/ &Mn&  0 then Ld[1](M ) is precompact.
Proof. Let B(1)=[T # B(X) : &T&1].
(i) Let m be a number such that _Mm_=t<1. Set N=M m. Then
for n>2m, n=2km+ j, j<2m, one has Ld[1](M; n)/NkB(1) Nk. Indeed,
any T # M p, pn, may be written in the form T=T1 T2T3 , where
T1 , T3 # Nk and T2 # M p&2km. If T is a leading operator then &T2&&T&
whence S=&T&&1 T2 # B(1) . Now we obtain
_Ld[1] (M; n)__Nk B(1)N k _
_Nk _2_N_2k
=t2k  0 (6.1)
as k  .
(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar: it suffices to replace the essential
norm with the Hausdorff norm & }&/ and to use Lemma 6.1 in (6.1).
(iii) Let m be such that &Mm&/ &Mm&=t<1. Let N=Mm. We have
as in (i) that Ld[1](M; n)/N kB(1)N k whenever n>2m, n=2km+ j,
j<2m. Since LNk RNk is precompact, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that
/(NkB(1)N k)=/(LN k RNk B(1))&LN k RNk &/ . So
/(Ld[1](M; n))/(N kB(1)Nk)&LNk RN k &/
16 &Nk&/ &Nk&16(&N&/ &N&)k
=16tk.
Therefore, /(Ld[1](M; n))  0 as k  .
It is clear that Ldn(M ) is precompact for all n>0 as a part of M n.
Moreover, Ldn[1](M )/abs(Ld
n(M) _ [0]) and so Ldn[1](M ) is also
precompact. Then Ld[1](M )"Ld[1](M; n) is precompact and /(Ld[1](M ))
=/(Ld[1](M; n)) for all n>0. Hence /(Ld[1](M ))=0, i.e. Ld[1](M) is
precompact. K
Corollary 6.8. Let M/B(X) be precompact. Then
(i) if \e(M)<1 then _Ld[1](M; n)_  0;
(ii) if \/(M)<1 then &Ld[1](M; n)&/  0;
(iii) if \/(M)\(M)<1 then Ld[1](M ) is precompact.
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Proof. Indeed, any condition of the corollary implies the corresponding
condition of Theorem 6.7. K
One may obtain the following lemma by using the results of Bartle
Graves [3]; for the sake of completeness we give the following short proof
of the lemma. Given a set M/X and a closed subspace Y/X, MY
denotes the image of M under the canonical map X  XY.
Lemma 6.9. Let M be a precompact subset of a Banach space X, and let
Y be a closed subspace of X. Then for any =>0 there exist a precompact set
N/X and a precompact set Q/Y such that M/N+Q and &N&
&MY&+=.
Proof. Let $=2&1= and t= &MY&+$. Since MY is precompact, one
can obtain in a standard way the increasing sequence (Fn) of finite subsets
Fn /XY such that for any z # Fk+1 there exists a vector u # Fk with
&z&u&<2&k$ (6.2)
and dist(Fk , MY )<2&k$.
Then we construct a sequence (Mn) of finite subsets of X in the following
way. Pick a finite subset M0 /X such that F0=M0 Y and &M0&<t.
Suppose that we already construct M0 , ..., Mk with the following additional
property: if Hk=kn=0 Mn then Fk=HkY. For any z # Fk+1 "Fk and for
u # Fk satisfying (6.2), take x # X with x+Y=z such that &x& y&<2&k$
for some y # Hk with y+Y=u. Let Mk+1 /X be the set of such vectors x
for all z # Fk+1"Fk . Note that Fk+1=Hk+1 Y, where Hk+1=Hk _ Mk+1 .
Let P=n=0 Mn . It is easy to check that P is precompact, PY is dense
in MY and &P&<&MY&+=. Since the closure P is compact, P Y is
compact. Let N be the set of all x # P such that x+Y # MY. Then N is
precompact. Since MY/P Y, we have NY=MY. Let Q be the set of all
y # Y such that x& y # N for some x # M. Then M/N+Q, &N&
&MY&+= and Q is precompact being a subset of M&N. K
Theorem 6.10. Let M be a precompact set of bounded operators with
\e(M )<\(M)=1. If SG(M ) is not bounded then M has a nontrivial hyper-
invariant subspace.
Proof. Let SG(M ) be unbounded, and let (tn) be a sequence of reals
such that tn  1, tn>1. Since SG(t&1n M) is bounded then one may define
the functions vn on X as follows:
vn(x)=s&1n &SG1(t
&1
n M)x&
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for all x # X, where sn=&SG1(t&1n M )&. It is easy to see that all vn are
norms on X equivalent to & &, vn(x)&x&, sup[vn(x): &x&=1]=1 and
vn(Tx)tn vn(x) for all T # M and all x # X. Let v be a function on X
defined by
v(x)=lim sup vn(x)
for all x # X. It is easy to see that v is a continuous seminorm and its kernel
ker v#[x # X : v(x)=0] is a hyperinvariant subspace for M.
We prove that v{0. Choose an integer k>0 such that _Mk_<1 and
a real numbers #, ; such that _Mk_<#<;<1. Set N=Mk and $ ( p)n =
&(t&1n M )
p&. Now sn=sup[$ ( p)n : p=1, 2, ...] and the sequence ($
( p)
n )

n=1 is
bounded for each p. So, since sn   under n  , there exists n0 such
that
;sn>max[1, $ (1)n , ..., $
(k)
n ]
for all nn0 . Pick xn # X such that vn(xn)>; and &xn&=1. For each
nn0 there exists an operator Tn # N such that vn(xn)t&k+1n vn(Tn xn).
Indeed, fix nn0 . Since
vn(xn)=s&1n sup[&(t
&1
n M )
p xn&: p=1, 2, ...]>;
and
s&1n max[&(t
&1
n M )
p xn&: p=1, 2, ..., k]<s&1n max[1, $
(1)
n , ..., $
(k)
n ]<;
then
vn(xn)=s&1n sup[&(t
&1
n M )
p xn&: p=k+1, k+2, ...];
hence there exists an operator R0=S0 P0 such that S0 # SG1(t&1n M ), P0 #
(t&1n M )
k and
vn(xn)tn(s&1n &S0P0 xn&)tn vn(P0 xn).
Now set Tn=tkn P0 . We obtain that Tn # N and vn(xn)t
&k+1
n vn(Tnxn).
Moreover, since tn>1, we have
;<vn(xn)vn(Tn xn)
for all n>n0 . Since N is precompact, the set [Tn : n=n0 , n0+1, ...] is
precompact. It follows from Lemma 6.9 that there exist precompact
sequences (En)/B(X) and (Kn)/K(X) such that Tn=En+Kn for all
nn0 and sup[&En &: nn0]#. Since the sequence (Kn) consists of com-
pact operators, (Knxn) is also precompact so that for some subsequence
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(nj) we have Knj xnj  y # X for j  . Since vn(x)&x& for all x # X, we
obtain that vnj (Knj xnj& y)  0 as j   and, therefore,
v( y)lim sup vnj ( y)
lim sup vnj (Knj xnj )&lim sup vnj (Knj xnj&y)
=lim sup vnj (Knj xnj ).
Hence
v( y)lim sup vnj (Knj xnj )=lim sup vnj ((Tnj&Enj ) xnj )
lim sup vnj (Tnj xnj )&lim sup vnj (Enjxnj )
;&#>0
because vnj (Enj xnj )&Enj xnj &&Enj &#. This shows that ker v{X.
Now we prove that ker v{0. Since SG(M ) is unbounded, there exists a
sequence (Sn) in Ld(M) such that &Sn&   as n  . Put Tn=&Sn&&1 Sn
for each n. By Corollary 6.8(iii), the sequence (Tn) is precompact. One may
suppose that Tn  T # B(X). Since _Sn _<1 for all sufficiently large n then
_Tn _&Sn&&1 _Sn _<&Sn&&1.
Therefore, _Tn_  0 as n  . Hence _T_=0, and T is a compact
operator. Let yn # X be such that &yn&=1 and &Sn yn&t&1n &Sn& for
n=1, 2, ... . We have that Tn yn&Tyn  0 whenever n   so that (Tn yn)
is a precompact sequence: Tnj ynj  z # X whenever j   for some sub-
sequence (nj). It is clear that &z&=1. Since v(Sx)v(x) for all S # SG(M )
and x # X, we have
v(z)=lim v(&Snj &
&1 Snj ynj )lim sup &Snj &
&1 v( ynj )lim sup &Snj &
&1.
Since &Snj &
&1  0 whenever j  , we obtain v(z)=0, z # ker v. The proof
of the theorem is completed. K
By an abstract topological semigroup G we mean a Hausdorff topologi-
cal space with a jointly continuous semigroup operation. We recall that G
is a sequentially compact semigroup if every sequence (Ti) of elements of
G has a convergent subsequence with a limit in G.
Theorem 6.11. Let G be a sequentially compact semigroup, and let P be
the set of all idempotents of G. If G=G2 then G=GPG.
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Proof. Let T0 # G. Since G=G2, T0=S1 T1 with S1 , T1 # G. Repeating
this process we shall have the sequences (Sk) and (Tk) in G such that
Tn&1=SnTn . Since G is sequentially compact then one may suppose that
there exists a convergent subsequence (Tnk) which tends to some T # G. We
obtain that Tnk=QkTnk+1 and T0=RkTnk for some sequences (Qk) and
(Rk) in G. Since (Qk) and (Rk) also have the convergent subsequences with
some limits Q, R # G and since G has a Hausdorff topology then we have
finally that T=QT and T0=RT. Hence T0=RQnT for all n>0 and it suf-
fices to prove that sequence (Qn) has a limit point which is an idempotent.
Let (Qni ) be a converging subsequence: Qni  F # G. We note that there
exists a subsequence (mp) of sequence (ni) such that mp+1>2mp , mp+1=
2mp+ jp for some sequence ( jp). We have Qmp+1=Qmp Q jp Qmp and Qmp  F.
Since Q jp has a subsequence with some limit K # N, we have finally that
F=FKF. Let S=FK. Then, obviously, S=S2. Since T0=RQkp T for all
kp=mp+ jp and Qkp  S, we obtain T0=RST, where S is an idempotent
of G. K
For a bounded set M/B(X), let LIM(M ) denote the set of limits of all
convergent sequences (Tk), where Tk # Mnk and nk  . It is clear that
LIM(M ) is a closed semigroup ideal in the closure of SG(M ).
Corollary 6.12. Let \(M)=1 for a bounded subset M/B(X). If SG(M )
is precompact then LIM(M )=(LIM(M ))2 and LIM(M ) has a non-zero
idempotent.
Proof. Let N=LIM(M ). It is clear that N2/N. We claim that N=N2
if SG(M ) is precompact. Indeed, if Tk  T # N for Tk # Mnk (nk  ) then
there exist the sequences (Sk) and (Pk) with Tk=SkPk such that Sk # M mk,
Pk # M jk, mk+ jk=nk and mk  , jk  . Choosing the convergent
subsequence (Ski ) of (Sk) and then the convergent subsequence of (Pki )
with the limits S, P # N, we obtain that T=SP, i.e., N=N2.
Since SG(M ) is precompact, there exists an equivalent operator norm v
on B(X) such that v(SG(M ))=1, by Lemma 2.7 [7]. One may suppose
that v=& }&. We claim that &N&=1. Indeed, since \(M )=inf &M n&1n=1,
then &Mn&=1 for all n. So there exists a sequence (Kn) with Kn # Mn such
that &Kn&  1. Then one may find a subsequence of the sequence with
some limit T0 and &T0&=1. Now it remains to apply Theorem 6.11. K
The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 6.13. Let M/B(X) be a bounded set. Let f be a nonnegative
function from the closure of SG(M ) into R which is continuous at every point
of LIM(M ). If lim sup(sup[ f (T ): T # Mn]1n)<1 then f (T )=0 for all
T # LIM(M).
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Proof. Since lim sup(sup[ f (T ): T # Mn]1n)<1, there exists a positive
number t<1 such that sup[ f (T ): T # Mn]1n<t for all sufficiently large n.
Let T # LIM(M ), i.e. there exists a convergent sequence (Tk) with the limit
T, where Tk # M nk and nk  . Then f (Tk)<tnk for enough large nk . We
obtain that f (Tk)  0 as k  . Since f is continuous at point T, we obtain
f (T )=0. K
Theorem 6.14. Let M/B(X) be a precompact set with \/(M )<\(M)=1.
If SG(M ) is bounded then LIM(M) is a set of operators of finite rank
containing a non-zero idempotent.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.2 with f (T )=&T&/ that &T&/=0 for
all T # LIM(M ). Therefore, LIM(M ) consists of compact operators. Then
any idempotent in LIM(M ) is of finite rank.
Now suppose that SG(M ) is bounded. It follows from Theorem 6.6 that
SG(M) is precompact. Hence LIM(M ) is a sequentially compact semi-
group whose idempotents are of finite rank. It follows from Theorem 6.11
and Corollary 6.12 that LIM(M ) consists of operators of finite rank and
has a non-zero idempotent. K
7. BERGERWANG FORMULA
Definition 7.1. Let M be a bounded subset of a normed algebra A.
The BergerWang radius r(M) is defined by
r(M )=lim sup
n  
(sup[\(T ): T # Mn]1n).
Note that if M=[a] then we write r(a) instead of r([a]), and, obviously,
r(a)=\(a) for all a # A.
It was shown in [6] (see also [14]) that \(M )=r(M ) for a bounded
subset M/B(X) if X is a finite dimensional linear space. This formula is
called the BergerWang formula. In this section we show that the Berger
Wang formula is valid for precompact sets of essentially scalar operators
which act on a infinite dimensional Banach space. In our further applica-
tions (to Lie algebras in particular) semigroups of essentially scalar
operators will be commonly considered. Recall that T # B(X) is essentially
scalar if its Calkin-image ?K (T ) is a scalar multiple of the identity element
of Calkin algebra B(X)K(X). It is clear that an essentially scalar operator
is the sum of a compact operator and a scalar multiple of the identity
operator on X.
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The BergerWang formula does not extend to arbitrary, even two-
element, sets of bounded operators. This was shown in [36] by example,
based in its turn on the example in [18]. We may define the BergerWang
essential radius re(M ) of a bounded subset of B(X) as follows:
re(M )=lim sup(sup[\e(T ): T # Mn]1n).
An easy analysis of the example in [36] shows that the formula \e(M)=
re(M ) does not hold in general even for two-element sets of bounded
operators.
It will be convenient to generalize the notion of the BergerWang radius
in the following way.
Definition 7.2. Let M be a bounded subset of B(X) and 1 a complete
chain of invariant subspaces of M. The BergerWang radius r(M | 1 ) with
respect to 1 is defined by
r(M | 1 )=sup[r(M | gap(Z )): Z # 1 ].
We also define the essential spectral radius \e(M | 1) with respect to 1 as
follows:
\e(M | 1 )=sup[\e(M | gap(Z )): Z # 1 ].
Let us say that a subset M/B(X) is transitive (h-transitive) if M has no
nontrivial invariant (correspondingly, hyperinvariant) subspaces; in such a
case we always suppose that the dimension of the underlying space X is
greater than 1. Transitive sets are h-transitive. The sets which are not
transitive also called reducible.
Theorem 7.3. If M is an h-transitive precompact subset of B(X) then
\(M )=max[\e(M ), r(M )].
Proof. It is clear that max[\e(M ), r(M )]\(M ), so the required
equality is clear in the cases \(M )=\e(M ) and \(M)=0.
Now one may suppose that \e(M)<\(M )=1. It follows from Theorem
6.10 and Theorem 6.6 that SG(M) is precompact. Therefore, LIM(M )
contains a non-zero idempotent by Corollary 6.12. It follows from Theorem
6.14 that LIM(M ) consists of operators of finite rank. Note that the map
T  \(T) is continuous on compact operators. So, if r(M)<1 then it follows
from Lemma 6.13 with f (T)=\(T ) that \(T )=0 for all T # LIM(M ),
which is a contradiction. K
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Corollary 7.4. Let M be a precompact subset of B(X) and 1 a maximal
chain in lat M. Then \(M | 1 )=max[\e(M | 1 ), r(M | 1 )].
Proof. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 7.3 that the equality
\(M | V )=max[\e(M | V ), r(M | V)]
holds for each gap-quotient V of 1. Taking supremum, we obtain the
corollary. K
We need the following simple lemma for the BergerWang radius which
is analogous to Lemma 2.18 for the joint spectral radius.
Lemma 7.5. Let A, B be normed algebras and M a bounded subset of A.
Suppose that there exists a bounded (anti-)homomorphism .: A(M )  B,
where A(M ) is the subalgebra of A generated by M. Then r(.(M))r(M ).
Proof. It is obvious that \(.(a))1n\(a)1n for all a # Mn, n=1, 2... .
Taking supremum, we obtain r(.(M ))r(M ). K
Now we establish the BergerWang formula for precompact sets of
compact operators.
Theorem 7.6. Let M be a precompact subset of K(X). Then \(M)=r(M).
In particular,
\(M )=sup[\(T )1n : T # Mn, n=1, 2, ...].
Proof. It is clear that
r(M )sup[\(T)1n : T # Mn, n=1, 2, ...]\(M ).
So, it suffices to prove \(M )r(M ) whenever \(M)>0. Let 1 be a maximal
chain in lat M. By Theorem 5.4, there exists Z # 1 such that \(M)=
\(M | gap(Z)). Since M | gap(Z ) is a transitive set of compact operators, it
follows from Theorem 7.3 that \(M | gap(Z ))=r(M | gap(Z )). Since
r(M | gap(Z))r(M ) by Lemma 7.5, we obtain the required result. K
Corollary 7.7. Let M be a precompact subset of K(X) and 1 be a
complete chain of invariant subspaces of M. Then \(M )=r(M | 1).
Proof. As above, there exists Z # 1 such that \(M )=\(M | gap(Z)). It
follows from Theorem 7.6 that \(M | gap(Z ))=r(M | gap(Z ))r(M | 1 ).
Therefore, \(M )r(M | 1 ). The reverse inequality is obvious. K
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Note that the BergerWang formula implies the main result of [43].
Corollary 7.8 [43]. Any non-zero Volterra semigroup G generates a
Volterra algebra and has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. Indeed, by the BergerWang formula, all finite subsets of G are
quasinilpotent, i.e., G is finitely quasinilpotent. By Corollary 2.10, G
generates a Volterra algebra. By Corollary 4.15, G has a nontrivial hyperin-
variant subspace. K
Lemma 7.9. Let M be a bounded subset of a normed algebra A. Then
r(Mk)1k=r(M ) for each integer k>0.
Proof. Let :n=sup[\(T): T # Mn]1n. For fixed k, it follows from
\(T )=\(T k)1k for T # B(X) that :kn:n for all n>0. Therefore, r(Mk)1k
=lim supn   :kn=lim supn   :n=r(M). K
Now we prove the BergerWang formula for precompact sets of essen-
tially scalar operators.
Theorem 7.10. Let M be a precompact set of essentially scalar operators.
Then \(M )=r(M ). Therefore,
\(M )=sup[\(T )1n : T # Mn, n=1, 2, ...].
Proof. One may suppose that X is infinite dimensional. Let N be a
precompact subset of SG(M ). Given T # N, we have T=*T+KT , where *T
is a scalar part of T and KT is a compact operator on X. Put N1=
[*T : T # N] and N0=[KT : T # N]. Since |*T |&T&, the set N1 is precom-
pact. So N0 is precompact as the part of a precompact set N&N1 .
Let 1 be a maximal chain of invariant subspaces of N. It is clear that
\e(N )=\(N1)=r(N1)r(N ). It follows from Lemma 2.13 that \(N )
\(N0)+\(N1) and also \(N0 | V)\(N | V )+\(N1 | V ) for each gap-
quotient V of 1. Hence we obtain \(N0 | 1 )\(N | 1)+\(N1 | 1). Since N0
consists of compact operators, \(N0)=\(N0 | 1 ) by Theorem 5.4. So we
obtain
\(N )\(N0)+\(N1)\(N | 1 )+\(N1 | 1 )+\(N1)\(N | 1 )+2r(N ).
By Corollary 7.4, \(N | 1 )=max[\e(N | 1), r(N | 1 )]. Since
\e(N | 1 )=\(N1 | 1 )r(N1)r(N )
and r(N | 1 )r(N), we obtain \(N | 1 )r(N ). Therefore,
\(N )\(N | 1)+2r(N )3r(N ).
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We proved that \(N )3r(N ) for every precompact subset N/SG(M ).
Then \(Mn)3r(M n) for all integer n>0. Using Lemma 7.9, we obtain
\(M )=\(Mn)1n31nr(M n)1n=31nr(M )
for all n; hence \(M )r(M). Note that the reverse inequality is always
valid. K
Corollary 7.11. Let M be a precompact set of essentially scalar
operators. Then r(M )=r(abs(M )) for all n>0.
Proof. It is clear that abs(M ) is a precompact set of essentially scalar
operators if M is. Then r(abs(M ))=\(abs(M ))=\(M )=r(M ).
Theorem 7.12. Let M be a precompact set of essentially scalar operators
on X. Then M is a point of continuity of the map N  \(N) defined on the
set of all bounded subsets N/B(X).
Proof. Let (Mn) be a sequence of bounded subsets of B(X) such that
dist(Mn , M )  0. It suffices to show that lim inf \(Mn)\(M ). It follows
from Theorem 7.10 that \(M )=r(M ). Hence, given =>0, there exists an
operator T # Mk such that \(T )1k>\(M)&=. Since T is essentially scalar,
T is a point of continuity of usual spectral radius map S  \(S). It is clear
that there exists a sequence (Tn), Tn # M kn , such that Tn  T. Therefore,
\(Tn)  \(T). Since \(M kn)
1k\(Tn), we have lim inf \(M kn)
1k>\(M)&=.
But \(M kn)
1 k = \(Mn), so lim inf \(Mn) > \(M) & = and therefore
lim inf \(Mn)\(M ). K
Corollary 7.13. Let M be a precompact set of essentially scalar
operators on X. Then \(M ) is the least upper bound of all \(N ), where N
runs over all finite subsets of M.
Proof. Since M is precompact, there exists a sequence (Mn) of finite
subsets of M such that dist(Mn , M )  0 and Mn /Mk if n<k. It follows
from Theorem 7.12 that \(M)=lim \(Mn). Since \(Mn)\(Mk) whenever
n<k, lim \(Mn)=sup \(Mn). K
Remark 7.14. Theorem 7.10 gives the proof of the formula for the joint
spectral radius of triangularizable sets of essentially scalar operators (com-
pare with Corollary 4.8). Indeed, let M be a precompact triangularizable
set of essentially scalar operators. Since the closed algebra generated by M
is commutative modulo the Jacobson radical, one has \(T1 } } } Tn)
\(T1) } } } \(Tn) for all T1 , ..., Tn # M. Therefore, \(T )1nsup[\(S): S # M]
for all n, T # Mn. Hence r(M )sup[\(S): S # M]. Then, by Theorem 7.10,
\(M )sup[\(S): S # M], and the reverse inequality is obvious. So \(M )
=sup[\(S): S # M].
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8. HAUSDORFF SPECTRAL RADIUS AND INVARIANT
SUBSPACES
Let A be a normed algebra. A semigroup G/A is said to satisfy Radjavi ’s
condition (to be R-semigroup) if tS # G for any S # G and any t0. If M/A
then the intersection of all (closed) R-semigroups containing M is called
the (closed ) R-semigroup generated by M. We call M spectrally bounded if
sup[\(a): a # M]<. It is clear that a semigroup G/A is spectrally
bounded if and only if \(a)1 for all a # G.
Given a subset W of a Banach space, let us say that W is pointed at 
(is -pointed ) if there exists a sequence (xn) in W such that &xn&   and
a sequence (&xn&&1 xn) converges.
Let G be a semigroup in B(X) and J a non-zero (2-sided) semigroup
ideal in G. It is known [31] that if J has a nontrivial invariant subspace
then G also has. It was noted in [43] that the same holds for hyperin-
variant subspaces. Indeed, if Y is a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace
under J then, clearly, either the closed linear hull of JY, or ker J=
[x # X : Jx=0] is a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for G.
Theorem 8.1. Let G be a Hausdorff-bounded and spectrally bounded
semigroup in B(X). If G is -pointed then G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
Proof. Let (Tn) be a sequence in G such that &Tn &&1 Tn  T # B(X)
and &Tn&  . Then &Tn&&1 &Tn&/  0, i.e., T is a compact operator. Let
G0 be the closed R-semigroup generated by G, and let J be the semigroup
ideal in G0 generated by T.
We claim that J is a non-zero Volterra ideal of G0 . Indeed, if it is false
then, since T is compact, there exists S1 , S2 # G _ [1] such that \(S1TS2)
>0. On the other hand, all \(S1TnS2) are bounded so that &Tn&&1 \(S1TnS2)
 0. By continuity of the usual spectral radius on compact operators,
\(S1 TS2)=0, which is a contradiction.
Hence J is Volterra and is not zero because T # J. Since J has a non-
trivial hyperinvariant subspace by Corollary 7.8, G0 also has. K
Observe that the theorem may be applied to Hausdorff-bounded semi-
groups of principal operators (see the definition in the next section) and
spectrally bounded semigroups of essentially scalar operators which are
-pointed. Now we are able to generalize Theorem 6.10 as follows.
Theorem 8.2. Let M be a precompact set of bounded operators with
\/(M )<\(M)=1. If SG(M ) is not bounded then M has a nontrivial hyper-
invariant subspace.
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Proof. If SG(M ) is not bounded then Ld[1](M) is non-empty and
precompact by Corollary 6.8(iii). Therefore, SG(M) is -pointed. Since
SG(M) is Hausdorff-bounded and spectrally bounded, SG(M ) has a non-
trivial hyperinvariant subspace by Theorem 8.1. K
Theorem 8.3. If M/B(X) is a precompact set and \/(M )<\(M)=1
then either M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace or the closed semi-
group generated by M contains a finite-rank idempotent.
Proof. If SG(M) is unbounded then M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace by Theorem 8.2. If SG(M) is bounded then it is precompact by
Theorem 6.6. Moreover, LIM(M ) contains a non-zero idempotent of finite
rank by Theorem 6.14. K
Corollary 8.4. If M/B(X) is a precompact set and \/(M )<\(M )
then either M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace or SG(M ) contains an
operator with a non-zero eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
Proof. Suppose that M is h-transitive. Nothing will change if we multi-
ply M by a constant, so one may assume that \(M)=1. It follows from
Theorem 8.3 that the closed semigroup generated by M contains a finite-
rank idempotent P. Then there exists a sequence (Tn) in SG(M) such that
Tn  P. Since the function of spectrum of operator is continuous on a com-
pact operator (see [26]), there exists a sequence (*n) of complex numbers
such that *n # _(Tn), the spectrum of operator Tn , and *n  1. But
_Tn _  0. Hence |*n |>_Tn_ for all sufficiently large n, and such numbers
*n are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. K
9. GENERALIZED BERGERWANG FORMULA
Definition 9.1. A bounded subset M/B(X) is called a principal set if
\/(M )=\(M), otherwise it is called non-principal. Similarly, an operator
T # B(X) is called principal if \/(T)=\(T), and non-principal if \/(T)<\(T).
In view of Corollary 6.4 of [22],
\/(T)=\e(T )
for all T # B(X). The equality \/(M )=\e(M ) for bounded subsets M of
B(X) holds in many cases, in particular if X has the compact approxima-
tion property with some constant; in the last case the Hausdorff norm & }&/
is equivalent to the essential norm _ }_ (see Theorem 3.6 of [22]).
However, it seems that it is unknown if the equality \/(M)=\e(M) holds
for all (bounded or only finite) subsets M of B(X) and all Banach spaces X.
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On the other hand, \/ is a more convenient characteristic of M than \e
because it behaves nicely when one considers restrictions to invariant
subspaces and quotients.
Theorem 9.2. Let M be an h-transitive precompact non-principal subset
of B(X). Then there exists a non-principal operator T # SG(M ).
Proof. Since M has no nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces and \/(M )
<\(M) then, as it was proved in Corollary 8.4, there exists an operator
T # SG(M ) and a complex number * such that * # _(T ) and |*|>_T_.
Then \(T )|*|>_T_\/(T ). K
We shall use the following simple lemma in the sequel.
Lemma 9.3. The set of all principal operators in B(X) is closed. The set
of all non-principal operators in B(X) consists of points of continuity of the
(usual ) spectral radius map T  \(T).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists an operator T # B(X)
with \/(T)<\(T) such that T is the limit of some sequence (Tn) of operators
with \/(Tn)=\(Tn) for each integer n>0. Since the map S  \e(S) is upper
semicontinuous by Proposition 3.1 then lim sup \e(Tn)\e(T)=\/(T).
Therefore, lim sup \ ( Tn )  \e ( T ) < \ ( T ). On the other side, the set
[* # _(T ) : |*|>\e(T )] is a discrete set so that, by Newburgh Theorem
(see Theorem 1.1.4 of [2]), for a point * # _(T), |*|=\(T), there exists a
component _n of _(Tn) such that _n meets a prescribed neighborhood of
* for all sufficiently large n. Therefore, lim inf \(Tn)\(T ), which is a
contradiction. This argument also shows that any non-principal operator is
a point of continuity of the usual spectral radius. K
We show now that in many important situations the following equality
holds:
\(M )=max[\/(M), r(M )]. (9.1)
We call (9.1) the generalized BergerWang formula. Clearly we need not
prove (9.1) for principal M. Let us begin with h-transitive precompact sets
of operators.
Theorem 9.4. The generalized BergerWang formula holds for any
h-transitive precompact subset M of B(X).
Proof. It is clear that max[\/(M ), r(M )]\(M ). So the required
equality is clear if \(M)=\/(M ) or \(M)=0.
Now one may suppose that \/(M )<\(M )=1. It follows from Theo-
rem 8.2 and Theorem 6.6 that SG(M ) is precompact. It follows from
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Theorem 6.14 that LIM(M ) consists of operators of finite rank and has a
non-zero idempotent. Recall that the map T  \(T ) is continuous on com-
pact operators. So, if r(M )<1 then it follows from Lemma 6.13 with
f (T )=\(T ) that \(T )=0 for all T # LIM(M ), which is a contradiction. K
Theorem 9.5. Let M be an h-transitive precompact subset of B(X). If
\/(M )<\(M) or \(M )=0 then M is a point of continuity of the map
N  \(N ) defined on the set of all bounded subsets N/B(X).
Proof. Let (Mn) be a sequence of bounded subsets of B(X) such that
dist(Mn , M )  0. Our assertion is obvious in the case that \(M )=0 by
Proposition 3.1. So one may suppose that \/(M)<\(M ). Let = be a number
such that 0<=<\(M)&\/(M). It suffices to show that lim inf \(Mn)\(M).
It follows from Theorem 9.4 that \(M)=r(M ). Then there exists an operator
T # Mk such that \(T)1k>\(M)&=>\/(M). Hence \(T)1k>\/(M)=
\/(Mk)1k\/(T )1k and therefore \(T)>\/(T ). Then T is a point of
continuity of the usual spectral radius map S  \(S) by Lemma 9.3. It is
clear that there exists a sequence (Tn), Tn # M kn , such that Tn  T. There-
fore, \(Tn)  \(T). Since \(M kn)
1k\(Tn), we have lim inf \(M kn)
1k>
\(M )&=. Since \(M kn)
1k=\(Mn) we obtain lim inf \(Mn)>\(M)&= and,
therefore, lim inf \(Mn)\(M). K
Proposition 9.6. Let M be a precompact subset of B(X) and \(M)=1.
If SG(M ) is bounded then (9.1) holds.
Proof. One may suppose that M is non-principal. It follows from
Theorem 6.14 that LIM(M ) has a non-zero (finite-rank) idempotent P. Let
Tn  P, where Tn # Mmn and mn  . Then \(Tn)  \(P)=1 and also
\(Tn)1mn  1=\(M ). Therefore, r(M )=\(M ). K
Let A be a normed algebra and M a bounded subset of A. The set of
limits of all congergent sequences (an) with an # Ld[1](M; n) is called the
(normalized ) leading set of M. It is clear that the leading set of M lies in
the closed R-semigroup generated by M.
Theorem 9.7. Let M/B(X) be a precompact subset and G a closed
R-semigroup generated by M. Then either \(M)=max[\/(M ), r(M )] or G
has a non-zero Volterra ideal.
Proof. If \(M)=0 or M is principal then there is nothing to prove. So
we may suppose that \/(M )<\(M )=1. If SG(M ) is bounded then
the result follows from Proposition 9.6. Now let SG(M ) be unbounded,
and let N be the leading set of M and J an ideal in G generated by N.
It follows from Corollary 6.8 that N is a non-empty compact subset of
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[T # K(X) : &T&=1]. We will show that either \(M)=r(M ) or J consists
of Volterra operators.
Suppose that S1TS2 is not Volterra for some T # N and S1 , S2 # G _ [1].
Since T is compact, it suffices to suppose that S1 , S2 # SG1(M ). Let
\(S1 TS2)>t>0, S1 # Mn1, S2 # Mn2, T=lim &Qk &&1 Qk with Qk # Mmk
(mk   under k  ) and &Qk &&Mmk&1&. Then
\(S1 Qk S2)>t &Mmk&1&t
for all sufficiently large k. Put qk=n1+mk+n2 . Then S1QkS2 # M qk and
lim inf \(S1QkS2)1qk1. Since lim sup \(S1QkS2)1qk\(M)=1, we obtain
lim \(S1Qk S2)1qk=1, i.e., r(M)=\(M ). K
Corollary 9.8. Let M be a precompact subset of B(X) and A a closed
subalgebra generated by M. If rad A has no non-zero compact operators (in
particular, if A is semisimple) then \(M )=max[\/(M ), r(M )].
Proof. Let G be a closed R-semigroup generated by M. We claim that
if rad A has no non-zero compact operators then G has no non-zero
Volterra ideals. Indeed, if G has a Volterra ideal J then A(J ), the
associative hull of J, is Volterra ideal of A(G ), the associative hull of G. But
A(G ) is dense in A, so A(J)/rad A because A(J ) consists of Volterra
operators. Hence J/rad A which is a contradiction. Now the assertion
follows from Theorem 9.7. K
We also note the following
Proposition 9.9. Let G be a closed R-semigroup in B(X). If G contains
no non-zero compact operators then each precompact subset M of G is
principal.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that \/(M)<\(M )=1. Let G0 be a
closed R-semigroup generated by M. Then either SG(M ) is bounded and
G0 has a non-zero finite-rank idempotent in LIM(M) or G0 has a non-zero
compact operator in the leading set of M. Since G0 /G, this is a contradiction.
K
10. SEMIGROUPS OF PRINCIPAL OPERATORS
In the previous sections we established the existence of nontrivial invariant
subspaces for non-principal precompact sets of operators (under some addi-
tional conditions). For principal sets of operators the problem is much more
difficult (for example, a transitive operator is always principal).
It will be convenient to reformulate Theorem 9.2 in the following way.
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Theorem 10.1. Let M/B(X) be an (h-)transitive precompact set. If the
semigroup SG(M ) consists of principal operators then M is a principal set.
Lemma 10.2. Let M/B(X) be a precompact set. If the semigroup
SG(M) consists of principal operators then r(M)=re(M ).
Proof. We have \(T)1n=\e(T )1n for all n and T # M n. Hence it is easy
to see that r(M )=re(M ). K
Lemma 10.3. Let A be a Banach algebra and a # A. If \(a)=0 then the
function t  &exp(ta)& is majorized by a function of zero exponential type.
Proof. Let =>0. Since \(a)=0, there exists a constant C= such
that &an&C==n for all integer n0. Then &exp(ta)&1+&ta&+ } } } +
(n!)&1 &tnan&+ } } } C= exp(= |t| ). K
Theorem 10.4. Let G be a semigroup in B(X). Suppose that G contains
a non-zero 2-sided semigroup ideal J of principal operators and also the
group [exp(tT ): t # R] for some non-zero Volterra operator T. Then G has
a nontrivial invariant subspace.
Proof. It suffices to prove that J has a nontrivial invariant subspace.
One may suppose that there exists S0 # J such that TS0 {0. Indeed,
otherwise TJ=0 and the closed linear hull of JX is a nontrivial invariant
subspace for J.
Let M be a finite subset of J. Put M0=S0 M and M1=[exp(sT ): s # R,
|s|1] _ M0 . Let t # R and N(t)=exp(tT ) M1 _ M1 . It is clear that N(t)
is a precompact set for each t # R.
We claim that lat(M0 _ [T ])=lat N(t) for each real t. Indeed, the
closed unital subalgebra generated by M0 _ [T ] coincides with the closed
unital subalgebra generated by N(t). Obviously, this proves our claim.
Let us note that the semigroup SG(N(t)) consists of principal operators.
Indeed, SG(N(t)) is contained in the union of the semigroup [exp(sT ):
s # R] and the semigroup J which itself consists of principal operators.
Since T is a Volterra operator, \(exp(sT ))=\e(exp(sT ))=1 for each s # C.
Let 1 be a maximal invariant subspace chain in lat(M0 _ [T ]) and
(Z& , Z ) a gap of 1. Set V=ZZ& . Then, by the above argument, N(t) | V
has no nontrivial invariant subspaces. It is clear that (exp(tT)S&S) | V
is a compact operator on V for every S # M1 and real t. This means that
the Calkin images of these operators on the gap-quotient V coincides:
?K (exp(tT )S | V )=?K (S | V ). Hence ?K (exp(tT ) M1 | V )=?K (M1 | V ),
?K (N(t) | V )=?K (M1 | V) and \e(N(t) | V)=\e(M1 | V ).
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By Theorem 7.3, \(N(t) | V )=max[\e(N(t) | V ), r(N(t) | V )] so that
\(N(t) | V )=max[\e(M1 | V ), r(N(t) | V )].
Since r(N(t) | V )r(N(t)) by Lemma 7.5, we obtain that
\(N(t) | V )max[\e(M1 | V ), r(N(t))].
Taking into account Lemma 7.5 and the fact that SG(N(t)) consists of
principal operators, we have r(N(t))=re(N(t))\e(N(t))=\e(M1). So we
obtain that
\(N(t) | V )max[\e(M1 | V ), \e(M1)].
Since t is an arbitrary real, we conclude that the function t  \(N(t) | V )
is bounded on R.
Now consider the function t  \(N(t) | V ) for all complex t. It is clear
that the map t  N(t) | V is analytic and the corresponding analytic family
F(t) is continuous on C. Therefore, the function t  \(N(t) | V ) is subhar-
monic on C by Theorem 3.5. Now we prove that the function t  &N(t) | V&
is majorized by a function of zero exponential type. Indeed, it is easy to see
that &N(t) | V&&exp(tT)& &M1& and the function t  &exp(tT)& is majorized
by a function of zero exponential type by Lemma 10.3.
We claim that the function t  \(N(t) | V ) is constant. Indeed, applying
Theorem 3.7 to t  \(N(t) | V ) on the upper half-plane of C (note that
condition (3.6) of the theorem follows from the boundedness of the func-
tion on R and its upper continuity on C) and also to t  \(N(t) | V ) on the
lower half-plane of C, we obtain that t  \(N(t) | V ) is bounded on C.
Hence the function t  \(N(t) | V ) is constant being bounded and subhar-
monic on C.
Now define the set M(t) as t&1(exp(tT )&1) M0 | V if t{0 and as
TM0 | V otherwise. As before, it is obvious that the map t  M(t) is
analytic and the corresponding analytic family is continuous on C. There-
fore, the function t  \(M(t)) is subharmonic on C by Theorem 3.5. It is
clear that tM(t)/2 } abs(N(t) | V ). Since \(abs(N(t) | V ))=\(N(t) | V) by
Proposition 2.6, \(M(t)) is a bounded subharmonic function on C which
tends to zero under |t|   because
\(M(t))2 |t|&1 \(abs(N(t) | V))=2 |t| &1 \(N(0) | V )
for all non-zero t # C. Therefore, \(M(t))=0 and, in particular, \(M(0))=0,
i.e. \(TM0 | V )=0.
We obtained that \(TS0M | V )=0. Since V is an arbitrary gap-quotient
of 1, we have that sup[\(TS0M | gap(Z )): Z # 1 ]=0. Since TS0 M
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consists of compact operators, we have \(TS0 M )=0 by Theorem 5.4. It
follows from Proposition 2.6 that \(abs(TS0M ))=0.
Now let A(J ) be the subalgebra generated by J, and let S # A(J ). Since
J is a semigroup then S is a linear combination of a finite number of
operators S1 , ..., Sn in J. Then S=tP for some real t0, where P lies in the
absolutely convex hull of M=[S1 , ..., Sn]. Hence TS0 S # t } abs(TS0 M )
and \(TS0S)t } \(abs(TS0 M))=0. We proved that
\(TS0S)=0 (10.1)
for all S # A(J). Since TS0 is a non-zero compact operator, J has a nontrivial
invariant subspace by Lomonosov Lemma [23]. Since J is a non-zero ideal
in G, the semigroup G is reducible. K
Remark 10.5. It suffices to suppose in Theorem 10.1 that the semigroup
G contains only the operators exp(V ) and exp(t0 V ), where V is a Volterra
operator and t0 is a negative irrational number. Indeed, it is easy to check
that the semigroup SG([exp(V ), exp(t0V )] is dense in the semigroup
[exp(tV ): t # R]. If G is not norm-closed then one may consider the closure
G0 of G. Then the closure of J is a semigroup ideal of G0 which also
consists of principal operators by Lemma 9.3. Hence all conditions of
Theorem 10.4 hold for G0 .
Corollary 10.6. Let G be a semigroup of principal operators in B(X).
Suppose that G contains the group [exp(tT): t # R] for some non-zero Volterra
operator T. Then G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. Applying (10.1) with J=G and S0=1, we obtain that \(TS)=0
for all S # A(G ) and, by continuity of the usual spectral radius on compact
operators, for all S from the norm-closure of A(G ). This means that T lies
in the Jacobson radical of the closure of A(G). By Theorem 2 [40] (see
Theorem 4.15), A(G ) has a hyperinvariant subspace. K
11. ENGEL LIE ALGEBRAS OF OPERATORS
We recall that a normed (or a Banach-) Lie algebra L is defined as a Lie
algebra which is a normed (Banach) linear space with &[a, b]&# &a& &b&
for all a, b # L, where # is a constant. For Lie subalgebras of a normed
algebra with respect to the standard product [a, b]=ab&ba the constant
# is equal to 2. As usually, given an element a # L, ada is a bounded linear
operator on L defined by ad a(b)=[a, b] for all b # L. If L=B(X) then
sometimes we write 2T instead of ad T for T # B(X).
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Definition 11.1. A normed Lie algebra L is called an Engel Lie
algebra if all the operators ad a, a # L, are quasinilpotent (i.e. \(ad a)=0
for all a # L).
It seems that the term ‘‘Engel’’ is in a better accordance with the purely
algebraic terminology than the overloaded term ‘‘quasinilpotent’’ used in
[49], especially as we are going to introduce also the natural Lie analogs
of finite and compact quasinilpotence. Engel Lie algebras are also called
ad-quasi-nilpotent (see [24]).
As a rule, we shall consider Lie algebras which are Lie subalgebras of a
Banach algebra with respect to the standard Lie product [a, b]=ab&ba.
In the recent work [49] W. Wojtyn ski obtained the deep result that any
Engel BanachLie algebra is BakerCampbellHausdorff. This means that
for all a, b # L the evaluated series 3(a, b) converges in L, where
3(x, y)= :
m=1
3m(x, y),
3m(x, y) is the sum of all homogeneous terms of order m of elements of the
composition 3=W b Z of the formal series
W(z)=log(1+z)= :
n=1
(&1)n+1
zn
n
and
Z(x, y)=exp(x) exp( y)&1= :
j+k1
x j
j!
yk
k!
,
and x, y, z are formal non-commutative variables. It is known [5] that
each 3m is a Lie polynomial. Note that the series 3(a, b) is evaluated in L
under substitution a, b, [a, b] instead of x, y, xy& yx etc. For our current
aims we need the following conclusion from [49].
Theorem 11.2. Let L be an Engel BanachLie algebra, A a Banach algebra
and ?: L  A a bounded Lie homomorphism. Then exp(?L)#[exp(?a): a # L]
is a multiplicative group.
Proof. We only have to prove that exp(?L) exp(?L)/exp(?L). Let
a, b # L. It follows from the result of W. Wojtyn ski that 3(a, b) converges
to some element c # L. Note that ?3m(a, b)=3m(?a, ?b) for each integer
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m>0 by the substitution rule. So the series 3(?a, ?b) converges to ?c.
Since
exp(3(x, y))=exp(log(1+Z(x, y))=1+Z(x, y)=exp(x) exp( y)
for formal variables x and y, we obtain
exp(?c)=exp(3(?a, ?b))=exp(?a) exp(?b). K
Recall that a closed linear subspace Y/X is called the reducing subspace
for a subset M/B(X) if it is the image of some projection P # B(X) which
commutes with each operator in M. It is clear that if Y is such a subspace
then X=YZ, where Z=(1&P)X, and both the subspaces Y and Z are
invariant for M.
The following lemma is a partial case of Corollary 16 of [4]; for the sake
of completeness we present the (different) proof of the lemma.
Lemma 11.3. Let L be an Engel (not necessarily closed ) Lie subalgebra
of B(X). If there exists an operator T # L whose spectrum _(T) contains
more than one component then L has a nontrivial hyperinvariant reducing
subspace.
Proof. Let _0 be a component of _(T). Since _0 {_(T) then the corre-
sponding Riesz projection P is not trivial, i.e. 0{P{1. It is well-known
that
P=&
1
2?i |0 (T&*)
&1 d*, (11.1)
where 0 is a suitable contour around _0 (see Sections 149, 151 of [34]).
Using (11.1), we have
2P=LP&RP=
1
2?i |0 (R(T&*)&1&L(T&*)&1) d*,
But it is easy to see that
R(T&*)&1&L(T&*)&1=2T (L(T&*)&1 R (T&*)&1)=(L(T&*)&1 R(T&*)&1) 2T .
Therefore,
2P=F 2T=2TF, (11.2)
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where F is an bounded linear operator on B(X) defined as follows:
F=
1
2?i |0 L(T&*)&1 R(T&*)&1 d*.
Let S be a element of L. Using (11.2), we have
&(2P)n (S)&1n=&F n(ad T )n (S)&1n&F& &(ad T )n (S)&1n  0 (11.3)
as n  . However, it is easy to check that (2P)3=2P since P is a projection.
Therefore, it follows from (11.3) that
&(2P)(S)&1nk  0
if k  , where nk=3k&1, k=1, 2, ... . This means that 2P(S)=0. We
obtain that P commutes with each S # L. It is clear that P belongs to the
closed algebra generated by [T, 1]. Therefore, P also commutes with each
operator from the commutant of L. So the image of P is a nontrivial hyper-
invariant reducing subspace for L. K
Theorem 11.4. Let L be an Engel BanachLie algebra and ?: L  B(X)
a bounded Lie homomorphism. If the norm-closure of ?L contains a non-zero
compact operator then either ?L has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace or
it consists of scalar multiplies of the identity operator (in this case clearly
dim X<).
Proof. If X is finite-dimensional then the assertion trivially follows from
Engel Theorem (see [5]). Indeed, then ?L is a nilpotent Lie algebra and
has a common eigenvector x0 # X by Engel Theorem: (S&*S) x0=0 for all
S # ?L. Put Y= [ker(S&*S): S # ?L]. Then Y is a hyperinvariant sub-
space for ?L and Y{0. If ?L contains a nonscalar operator then Y{X, i.e.
Y is nontrivial.
So one may suppose that X is infinite-dimensional. Let T be a non-zero
compact operator in L0 , the norm-closure of ?L, and G=exp(?L). If there
exists an operator S # ?L whose spectrum contains more than one compo-
nent then it follows from Lemma 11.3 that L has a nontrivial reducing
subspace which is also hyperinvariant.
So one may suppose that all operators from ?L have connected spectra.
By Newburgh Theorem (Theorem 1.1.4 of [2]), all operators from L0 also
have connected spectra. In particular, T is a Volterra operator.
It follows from Spectral Mapping Theorem (see, for example, Theorem
1.1.1 of [2]) that _(exp(S))=[exp(*): * # _(S)] for each S # B(X). Hence
each operator from G has a connected spectrum. It follows that \(S)=
\e(S) for each S # G. Indeed, if \(S)>\e(S) for some S # G then there
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exists a number * # _(S) such that |*|>\e(S). As is known, such numbers
are isolated in the spectrum _(S) which is a contradiction.
Thus the group G consists of principal operators. Let G0 be a norm-
closure of G. It is obvious that G0 is a semigroup. By Lemma 9.3, G0
consists of principal operators. Also, it is clear that G0 contains all the
operators exp(S) for S # L0 . So G0 contains the group [exp(tT ): t # R]
with the non-zero Volterra operator T. It follows from Corollary 10.6 that
there exists a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace Z for G0 . Since G0 and L0
generate the same unital closed subalgebra in B(X), the subspace Z is
hyperinvariant for ?L. K
Corollary 11.5. Any Engel Lie subalgebra L of K(X) is triangularizable.
Therefore the closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by L is commutative modulo
the Jacobson radical.
Proof. First, we claim that the closure L of L is also an Engel Lie
subalgebra of K(X). Indeed, let T be a limit of a sequence (Tn) in L. Since
T is a compact operator, the spectrum of T is countable. Since _(LT&RT)
/_(T)&_(T ), the spectrum _(LT&RT) is also countable. Note that
ad T = ( LT & RT ) | L so that _(ad T ) is countable (see, for example,
Theorems 0.12 and 0.8 of [30] or Corollary 6 of [47]). Therefore, the
usual spectral radius is continuous on ad T (see [26]). Note that \(ad Tn)
=0 for all n because the restriction of ad Tn to the dense invariant sub-
space L is quasinilpotent. Since \(ad Tn)  \(ad T ), we obtain \(ad T)=0,
i.e. L is an Engel closed Lie subalgebra of K(X). It follows from Theorem
11.4 (applied to the identity imbedding ?: L  B(X)) that L has a non-
trivial invariant subspace.
Let 1 be a maximal invariant subspace chain for L and V a gap-quotient
of 1 (if L has gaps). Then L | V is also an Engel Lie subalgebra of K(V ).
Since L | V has no nontrivial invariant subspaces, dim V=1. This means
that 1 is a maximal subspace chain, i.e. L is triangularizable.
It follows from [27] that L generates a closed subalgebra which is
commutative modulo the Jacobson radical. K
The following corollary answers some questions of W. Wojtyn ski (Questions
4 and 5 of [47]).
Corollary 11.6. Any non-zero Lie algebra L of Volterra operators
generates a Volterra algebra and therefore has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
Proof. It is clear that L is an Engel Lie subalgebra of K(X). It follows
from Corollary 11.5 that L generates a closed subalgebra A which is
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commutative modulo the Jacobson radical. Since L consists of Volterra
operators, A is also Volterra. K
Note that a slight modification allows to extend the results of this section
to the case of essentially scalar operators.
12. SOME CONSEQUENCES AND ADDITIONAL PROPOSITIONS
For assertions about reducibility of operators on a Banach space X we
will usually assume that dim X>1.
Let us first obtain the ‘‘radical’’ version of Corollary 5 of [43].
Corollary 12.1. Let G be a non-zero semigroup of quasinilpotent
operators in B(X), G$ its commutant and A a closed subalgebra generated by
G _ G$. Then GG$ & K(X)/rad A.
Proof. Let B be a closed subalgebra in B(X) generated by GG$ & K(X).
Since GG$ & K(X) is a semigroup ideal of SG(G _ G$), B is a closed ideal
of algebra A. Since GG$ & K(X) consists of Volterra operators, B is a
Volterra algebra by Corollary 7.8. Therefore, B/rad A. K
As a simple consequence, we note that if T # B(X) and S # K(X) such that
every word in [T, S] is quasinilpotent then T+S is quasinilpotent. Indeed,
if A is a closed algebra generated by T and S then S # rad A by Corollary
12.1 and therefore \(T+S)=\(T )=0. As it was shown in [18], this can
be not valid if both T, S are non-compact.
Corollary 12.2. Any Lie algebra or semigroup L consisting of Volterra
operators is compactly quasinilpotent.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.9 that a Volterra (associative) algebra
is compactly quasinilpotent. So, since L generates a Volterra algebra, L is
compactly quasinilpotent. K
Corollary 12.3. If L is an Engel Lie algebra and ad L consists of
compact operators then ad L is compactly quasinilpotent.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 12.2 because ad L is a Lie algebra of
Volterra operators. K
Corollary 12.4. Let L be a closed Engel Lie subalgebra of B(X).
Suppose that there exists a non-zero operator T # K(X) such that [T, L]/L.
Then L has a nontrivial invariant subspace.
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Proof. If [T, L]=0 then L is reducible by Lomonosov Theorem [23].
Otherwise L has a non-zero compact operator so that L has a nontrivial
invariant subspace by Theorem 11.4.
If L is a normed Lie algebra then ad L=[ad a: a # L] is also a normed
Lie algebra as a Lie subalgebra of B(L). Recall that a linear operator
2: L  L is called a (Lie) derivation if
2[a, b]=[2a, b]+[a, 2b]
for all a, b # L.
Corollary 12.5. Let L be a BanachLie algebra such that dim L>1
and ad L is an Engel Lie subalgebra of B(L). If there exists a non-zero
compact derivation 2: L  L then L has a nontrivial closed ideal.
Proof. Let J=[a # L : ad a # K(L)]. It is clear that J is a closed Lie
ideal of L and [2, ad L]/ad J. Now one may suppose that J is trivial. If
J=0 then [2, ad L]=0 and ad L has a nontrivial invariant subspace by
Lomonosov Theorem [23]. If J=L then ad L consists of compact
operators and ad L is not transitive by Corollary 11.5. Note that a non-
trivial invariant subspace for ad L is a nontrivial closed ideal of L. K
Corollary 12.6 [48]. Let L be a BanachLie algebra such that dim L>1
and ad L consists of Volterra operators. Then L has a nontrivial closed ideal.
Proof. If ad L=0 then any nontrivial subspace of L is an ideal.
Otherwise the result immediately follows from Corollary 11.6. K
We say that a subset M/B(X) is Lomonosov transitive (L-transitive)
if for each T # B(X) there exists an operator S # M such that ST has a
non-zero eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
Corollary 12.7. If G is a transitive semigroup in B(X) having a
precompact non-principal subset M then G is L-transitive.
Proof. Let G0 is a closed R-semigroup generated by G. It follows from
Proposition 9.9 that G0 has a non-zero compact operator. Let J be a set
of all compact operators in G0 . It is easy to see that J is a transitive ideal
of G0 . It follows from Corollary 9 of [43] that for each T # B(X) there
exists S # J such that ST has a non-zero eigenvalue. Now let tn Sn  S,
where Sn # G and tn>0. Since ST is a compact operator, \e(tnSnT )  0
and \(tnSnT )  \(ST )>0. Therefore, there exists a number n>0 such
that \e(tnSnT)<\(tnSnT), i.e. \e(SnT)<\(SnT). Then there exists * # _(SnT)
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with |*|>\e(SnT), i.e., * is a non-zero eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
Hence G is L-transitive. K
Corollary 12.8. If G is a spectrally bounded semigroup of essentially
scalar operators on a Banach space X then the closed absolutely convex hull
of G is also spectrally bounded.
Proof. Let T be in the absolutely convex hull of M/G, where M=
[T1 , ..., Tn]. Since SG(M ) is spectrally bounded then \(S)1 for all
S # SG(M ). Then r(M )1 and, by the BergerWang formula (Theorem
7.10), \(M )1. It follows from Proposition 2.6 that \(M )=\(abs(M )).
Since \(T )\(abs(M )) then \(T )1.
If T # abs(G ) then there exists a sequence (Tn) in abs(G ) such that
Tn  T and \(Tn)1 for all n>0. Since \(Tn) also converges to \(T ) then
\(T )1. K
The last corollary is not valid for semigroups of bounded linear operators
in general as an example in [18] shows. Note also that the corollary also
implies the main result of [43] that the subalgebra generated by a Volterra
semigroup is Volterra. Indeed, one may suppose that a Volterra semigroup G
is an R-semigroup. Then, obviously, abs(G) contains the subalgebra generated
by G. Since this subalgebra is spectrally bounded by Corollary 12.8, it is a
Volterra algebra.
Corollary 12.9. Let G be a Hausdorff-bounded and spectrally bounded
semigroup. If G is h-transitive then any algebraic operator T in G is power-
bounded.
Proof. One may suppose that T is not nilpotent. Let A be an algebra
generated by T. Since A is finite dimensional and [&T n&&1 T n : n=1, 2, ...]
/A is bounded, the last set is precompact. If now sup &Tn&= then G
is -pointed and, by Theorem 8.1, G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
So, if G is h-transitive then T is power-bounded. K
Let us say that a semigroup G/B(X) is a Kolchin semigroup if G&1
consists of Volterra operators. It was proved in [28] that if G is a Kolchin
semigroup of operators (on a Hilbert space) and G&1 consists of trace-
class operators then G is triangularizable. It follows from Corollary 10.6
that any Kolchin semigroup containing the group [exp(tT ): t # R] for
some non-zero Volterra operator T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant sub-
space. Also, by Corollary 12.9, any Kolchin semigroup containing an
operator T=1+S, where S is a non-zero operator of finite rank, has a
nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace (because S must be nilpotent, and it is
easy to check that 1+S is not power-bounded).
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Let A be a normed algebra and M/A. Then M&1 denotes the set of all
a&1 for a # M having the inverse element a&1 in A. It is clear that if G is
a Kolchin semigroup then G&1 is also a Kolchin semigroup. Moreover, if
G is not trivial (i.e., G{[1]) then G _ G&1 is not bounded. Indeed, if
_(T)=[1] and T{1 then SG(T) _ SG(T)&1 is not bounded by the classical
result of Gelfand [15].
Corollary 12.10. Let G be a Kolchin semigroup in B(X). If G _ G&1 is
-pointed then G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. It is easy to see that lat G=lat G&1. Indeed, if 1&S # G then
lat(1&S)=lat(1&S)&1 because of (1&S)&1=1+S+S 2+ } } } . Since
lat G= [lat T : T # G] then lat G=lat G&1. Moreover, it is clear that the
commutants of G and G&1 coincide.
If G _ G&1 is -pointed then one of G and G&1 is also -pointed. So
the assertion follows from Theorem 8.1. K
Corollary 12.11. Let G be a Kolchin semigroup in B(X). If for any
1+T # G the operator 1&T lies in G then G is triangularizable.
Proof. Let M be a finite set of G. It is clear that \e(M )=r(M )=1. It
follows from the BergerWang formula (Theorem 7.10) that \(M )=1. By
Proposition 2.6, \(abs(M ))=1. Then \(S)1 for all S # abs(M ). Hence
the spectrum _(S&1) lies in E=[z # C : Re z<0] _ [0]. This means that
if 1+T1 , ..., 1+Tn # G then the spectrum of a linear combination :1T1
+ } } } +:nTn with non-negative coefficients :1 , ..., :n lies in E.
Now if also 1&T1 , ..., 1&Tn # G then the same argument shows that the
spectrum of :1T1+ } } } +:nTn also lies in E for all real :1 , ..., :n . There-
fore, :1T1+ } } } +:n Tn is quasinilpotent for all 1+T1 , ..., 1+Tn # G and
reals :1 , ..., :n , i.e., G&1 generates a real linear manifold, say, R consisting
of quasinilpotents. Hence T1T2=[(1+T1)(1+T2)&1]&T1&T2 # R for
all T1 , T2 # G&1 because (1+T1)(1+T2)&1 # G&1. Using the following
formula
T1 } } } Tn=[(1+T1) } } } (1+Tn)&1]& :
n
i=1
Ti& :
n&1
j=2
:
1i1< } } } <ijn
Ti1 } } } T ij
we obtain by induction that T1 } } } Tn lies also in R for all integer n>0 and
all T1 , ..., Tn # G&1. Therefore, G&1 generates a Volterra semigroup. It
follows from Corollary 7.8 that G&1 generates a Volterra algebra, and so
G is triangularizable. K
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13. JOINT LOCAL SPECTRAL RADIUS
In [12] the notion of the local spectral radius of a (finite) subset of B(X)
was introduced. For a bounded subset M/B(X) and x # X, the local
spectral radius \(M, x) is defined by the formula
\(M, x)=lim sup &M nx&1n.
If F is a set of bounded subsets of M, one may define the joint spectral
radius \(F ) and its local version \(F, x) as follows:
\(F )=sup[\(N ): N # F ]
and
\(F, x)=sup[\(N, x): N # F ].
We say that F has an M-extension property if N _ [T ] # F for all N # F
and all T # M. This includes two important special cases: F=[M] and
F=FinM , the set of all finite subsets of M. Let
Et(F )=[x # X : \(F, x)t]
for a real t0. Instead of Et(F ), we write Et(M ) if F=[M], and Et(T )
if M=[T ].
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 13.1. Let M be a bounded subset of B(X). Then
(i) if \(M, x)<1 then \(ni=1 M
i, x)=\(M, x) for all n>0;
(ii) \(abs(M), x)=\(M, x);
(iii) \(M k, x)\(M, x)k for all k>0.
Proof. (i) Let =>0 be a number such that \(M, x)+=<1, and let
m>0 be an integer such that &Mkx&1k<\(M, x)+= for all k>m. Let
N=ni=1 M
i and T # Nk. Then T # M p for some pk and
&Tx&1k(&M px&1p) pk&M px&1p<\(M, x)+=.
Hence &Nkx&1k\(M, x)+= for all k>m. Since = is arbitrary,
lim sup &Nkx&1k\(M, x). The reverse inequality is obvious.
(ii) Follows from Mnx/abs(M)n x/abs(Mn)x and &Mnx&=
&abs(Mn)x&.
(iii) Indeed, \(Mk, x)=lim sup &Mknx&1n(lim sup &Mnx&1n)k=
\(M, x)k. K
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Lemma 13.2. Let M be a bounded subset of B(X), t0 and F a set of
subsets of M having a M-extension property. Then
(i) Et(F ) is a linear manifold which is hyperinvariant for M;
(ii) Et(F )/Et(FinM);
(iii) Et(F )/Et k(T) for all T # Mk and k>0.
Proof. (i) It is easy to check that Et(F, x) is a linear manifold. If
x # Et(F ), T # M and S # M$ then
\(N, Tx)=lim sup &NnTx&1n
lim sup &(N _ [T])n+1 x&1n=\(N _ [T], x)t
and
\(N, Sx)=lim sup &NnSx&1n=lim sup &SNnx&1n
&S&1n lim sup &Nnx&1n\(N, x)t
for all N # F. Hence Tx, Sx # Et(F ) for all x # Et(F ).
(ii) Let x # Et(F ) and M0 be a finite subset of M. It is clear that
N _ M0 # F for any N # F. Then r(M0 , x)/r(N _ M0 , x)t.
(iii) Let x # Et(F ) and T # Mk, T=T1 } } } Tk , where T1 , ..., Tk # M.
Put M0=[T1 , ..., Tk]. Taking an arbitrary N # F and using Lemma
13.1(iii), we obtain \(T, x)\((M0 _ N )k, x)\((M0 _ N ), x)ktk. K
Lemma 13.3. Let T # B(X). If W=[x # X : lim inf &T nx&1n=0] is dense
in X then the spectrum _(T ) is connected.
Proof. Note that T is not left invertible in B(X). Indeed, if ST=1, then
SnT n=1 for all n>0, &x&1n=&SnT nx&1n&S& &T nx&1n and lim inf &x&1n
=0 for all x # W which is a contradiction.
So, let P be a Riesz spectral projection of T corresponding to the compo-
nent of _(T) containing 0. As is well-known, if P{1 then T | (1&P)X is
invertible. Put Y=(1&P)X. Since T and P commute, &Tn(1&P)x&1n=
&(1&P) T nx&1n&1&P&1n &T nx&1n and lim inf &(T | Y )n (1&P)x&1n=0
for all x # W so that (1&P)x=0 in virtue of the above argument. Since W
is dense, P=1. This means that _(T ) is connected. K
A subset M/B(X) is said to be finitely quasinilpotent at a vector x # X
([13]) if \(FinM , x)=0.
Proposition 13.4. Let M be a subset of B(X) which is finitely quasi-
nilpotent at a non-zero vector x # X. Let A be a subalgebra generated by M.
Then either E0(FinA) is dense and then the norm-closure of A consists of
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operators with connected spectrum, or A has a nontrivial hyperinvariant
subspace.
Proof. Suppose that A has no hyperinvariant subspaces. By our
assumption, E0(FinM){0. It easily follows from Lemmas 13.1 and 13.2 that
E0(FinM)=E0(FinA){0 and E0(FinA) is dense in X. Since E0(FinA)/E0(T )
for T # A, all operators in A have a connected spectra by Lemma 13.3. By
Newburgh Theorem (Theorem 1.1.4 of [2]), the set of such operators is
closed so that the norm-closure of A consists of operators with connected
spectrum. K
Generalizing the result of B. de Pagter [38] and using the result in [43],
R. Drnovs ek proved in [13] that a semigroup of positive Volterra
operators on a Banach lattice has a nontrivial hyperinvariant ideal (the
same result was also obtained by H. Radjavi under the additional assump-
tion of separability of the semigroup). It was also proved in Theorems 3.3
and 3.5 of [13] that if M/B(X) is finitely quasinilpotent at a non-zero
vector, and M (or its commutant M$) contains a non-zero compact
operator then M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. Now we are
able to generalize these theorems as follows.
Corollary 13.5. Let M be a subset of B(X) which is finitely quasinil-
potent at a non-zero vector x # X. Let A be a closed subalgebra generated by
M and its commutant M$. If A contains a non-zero compact operator T then
M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. Let N=MM$, and let B be a closed subalgebra generated by N.
It is clear that N is finitely quasinilpotent at the vector x and B is an ideal
in A. If ST=0 for all S # B then ker B=[ y # X : By=0] is a hyperinvariant
subspace for M. Otherwise B contains a non-zero compact operator.
One may suppose in view of Proposition 13.4 that B consists of
operators with connected spectra. Hence all compact operators in B form
a Volterra ideal of B so that B has a nontrivial invariant subspace. Thus
A is reducible, and M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. K
Given bounded W # X and M # B(X), it is convenient to write \(M, W )
instead of lim sup &MnW&1n. It is clear that \(M, W)=\(M, MkW ) for all
k>0 and \(M )=\(M, X(1)), where X(1) is the unit ball of X. Also, if
W=W1 _ W2 then \(M, W )=max[\(M, W1), \(M, W2)]. In particular,
if W is a finite subset of X then \(M, W)=max[\(M, x): x # W].
Let L be a normed Lie algebra and N a bounded subset of L. One may
consider the Lie spectral radius
\Lie(N )=lim sup &N [n]&1n,
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where N [n] is recurrently defined as N [n]=[N, N [n&1]] with N[1]=N. It
is clear that \Lie(N )=\(ad N, N ). We say that N is Lie-quasinilpotent if
\Lie(N )=0.
Let M/L. We say that M is finitely (compactly) Lie-quasinilpotent if all
finite (correspondingly, precompact) subsets of M are Lie-quasinilpotent.
Clearly a nilpotent normed Lie algebra is compactly Lie-quasinilpotent.
Observe that if L/B(X) is a Lie subalgebra and N is a bounded subset
of L then (ad N)k N/2k abs(Nk+1) and so \Lie(N)=\(ad N, N)2\(abs(N))
=2\(N ). Therefore, it follows from Corollary 12.2 that a Lie subalgebra of
B(X) consisting of Volterra operators is compactly Lie-quasinilpotent.
Proposition 13.6. Let A be a Banach algebra, M a finitely Lie-quasinil-
potent subset of A and L0 a Lie subalgebra generated by M. Then L0 is
finitely Lie-quasinilpotent.
Proof. First we claim that (ad M )k M/E0(Finad M), where E0(Finad M)
=[S # L0 : \(Finad M , S)=0]. Indeed, let N be a finite subset of M and
T # (ad M )k M. Then there exists a finite subset N1 of M such that T #
(ad N1)k N1 . Put N2=N _ N1 . Since
\(ad N2 , (ad N2)k N2)=\(ad N2 , N2)=\Lie(N2)=0,
we obtain that \(ad N2 , T )=0 and therefore \(ad N, T )=0.
Since L0 is a linear hull of all (ad M )k M, we obtain from Lemmas 13.1
and 13.2 that
L0 /E0(Finad M)=E0(Finad L0 ). (13.1)
Hence \(ad N, N )=max[\(ad N, T): T # N]=0 and therefore \Lie(N)=0
for each finite subset N of L0 . K
Theorem 13.7. Let M/B(X) be a finitely Lie-quasinilpotent set of
compact operators, and let L be a closed Lie subalgebra generated by M.
Then L is an Engel Lie algebra and therefore is triangularizable.
Proof. Let L0 be a Lie subalgebra generated by M. It follows from the
proof of Proposition 13.6 that (13.1) holds, where ad means the adjoint
representation on L. Hence, by Lemma 13.3, all operators in ad L0 have
connected spectra containing 0. As in the proof of Proposition 13.4, we
conclude that all operators in ad L also have connected spectra. On the
other hand, since L consists of compact operators, all operators in ad L
have countable spectra (see the proof of Corollary 11.5). Therefore, ad L
consists of quasinilpotents and L is triangularizable by Corollary 11.5. K
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Let M be a bounded subset of B(X). Then the following simple proper-
ties of the local joint spectral radius hold:
(1) \(M)=sup[\(M, x): x # X]. Indeed, if sup[\(M, x): x # X]<t<
\(M ) then SG(t&1M)x is bounded for all x # X. By the Uniform Boundedness
Principle (for example, see Theorem 2.6 [37]), SG(t&1M ) is bounded. It
follows from Corollary 2.5 that \(M )t, which is a contradiction.
(2) If \(M )=1 and SG(M ) is unbounded then there exists a vector
x # X such that \(M, x)=1. Indeed, by the Uniform Boundedness Principle,
there exists x # X such that SG(M )x is unbounded. Therefore &M nk x&1
for some sequence (nk) and \(M, x)1. So \(M, x)=1.
(3) If M is a precompact set of compact operators then there exists a
vector x # X such that \(M)=\(M, x). Indeed, one may suppose that
\(M )=1 and SG(M ) is bounded. It follows from Theorem 6.14 that
LIM(M ) contains a non-zero idempotent P. Let x=Px{0. Since there
exists a sequence (Tk) with Tk # Mnk and nk   such that Tk  P, we
obtain &Tkx&1nk  1 and \(M, x)=1.
(4) If M consists of invertible operators and M&1 is bounded then
\(M, x)\(M&1)&1 for all non-zero x # X. Indeed, it follows from &x&
&T&1& &Tx& for an invertible operator T that &x&1n&M&n&1n &M nx&1n.
Hence 1\(M&1) \(M, x).
(5) If M is a precompact subset of a Kolchin semigroup then \(M, x)=1
for all non-zero x # X. Indeed, if T # M then, by the above property, \(T, x)=1
so that \(M, x)  1. On the other hand, \(M, x)  \(M ) = 1 by the
generalized BergerWang formula.
Note that if G is a Kolchin semigroup, G{[1] and Gx _ G&1x is bounded
for some non-zero x # X then G has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Indeed, it follows from [1] (Application 1 of Theorem 4) that Tx=x for
all T # G and, therefore, ker(G&1)= [ker(T&1]: T # G] is the required
subspace.
Remark 13.8. In the sequel we use the following argument: if there
exists a circle with center at origin and radius r>0 which lies in the
resolvent set of T # B(X) and Pr(T ) is the spectral projection corresponding
to the part of spectrum of T inside the circle then Et(T ) lies in the image
of Pr(T ) for all t<r (see section 149 of [34]). Since the image of Pr(T ) is
closed, the norm-closure of Et(T ) also lies in the image of Pr(T ). So, if
\(T )>r then the norm-closure of Et(T ) is not equal to X.
Theorem 13.9. Let M be a non-principal precompact subset of B(X). If
\(M, x)<\(M ) for some non-zero x # X then M has a nontrivial hyper-
invariant subspace.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that M is h-transitive. Let t=\(M, x)
<\(M) for some non-zero x # X. So, one may suppose that \(M )=1. By
Theorem 8.3, LIM(M ) has a compact idempotent P. By the continuity of
the spectral radius, there exists a non-principal T # SG(M ) in some neigh-
borhood of P such that \(T)>t. Let T # M k for some integer k>0. We
obtain 0{Et(M )/Et k (T ) in virtue of Lemma 13.2. Since [* # C : \e(T )<
|*|\(T )] contains only a countable subset of the spectrum of T, there
exists a circle with center at origin and radius r, max[\e(T), tk]<r<\(T ),
which lies in the resolvent set of T # B(X). By Remark 13.8 and Lemma
13.2, the closure of Et(M) is a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for M. K
Theorem 13.10. Let M be a bounded subset of B(X). If SG(M ) consists
of operators with countable spectra and \(M, x)<r(M ) for some non-zero
x # X then M has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Proof. Indeed, there exists an operator T # M k such that \(T )1k>t=
\(M, x). Since 0{Et(M )/Etk (T ) and the spectrum of T is countable, there
exists a circle with center at origin and radius r, tk<r<\(T ), which lies in
the resolvent set of T # B(X). Therefore, as above, the closure of Et(M ) is
a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for M. K
Corollary 13.11. Let M/B(X) be an h-transitive precompact subset
of essentially scalar operators. Then \(M, x)=\(M ) for all non-zero x # X.
Proof. By the BergerWang formula, r(M)=\(M). Since SG(M) consists
of operators having countable spectra, it remains to apply Theorem 13.10. K
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